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FOREWORD 

The first version of this report was hastily written in early 1977 as 
an end of project report. This first version is a summary of the ex

perience gained from my work with FADs World Forest Inventories and 
the forest resource reports mentioned in the bibliography (Persson, 
1974, 1975 and 1977). 

My intention was to publish the report in a final version after I had 

received comments and could make the necessary adjustments and a fi
nal editing . Actually rather few comments have been received. During 

the two years that have now elapsed I have had a number of new ideas. 
Some of these ideas have already been discussed in another report 
(Persson, 1978 b) and others will be discussed in detail in a forth
coming article. 

For these reasons I have judged it best to keep the changes in this 

present report to a minimum. A complete rewriting has not been pos
sible, but I have edited and included "summaries" of new aspects and 

ideas. The "concluding discussions" (chapter 7) have been rewritten 
completely. In that chapter I discuss in some detail why knowledge 

is so limited . The emphasis here have been changed quite drastically. 
Appendix I also contains new information. 

Many people have helped me with this work over the years. I am indeb
ted to all those at the Royal College of Forestry in Stockholm and 

FADs Forestry Department who have helped me at different stages. I 

should also like to thank Dr Bo Hektor (SIAR) for his valuable com
men ts. 

Vientiane, Laos, november 1979 

Reidar Persson 



ABSTRACT 

This report argues the need for reliable statistical information about 

the world-s forests. It discusses the type of information needed, the 
work done so far in the field of International Forest Resources Apprai
sals, the difficulties in undertaking such appraisals, the limitations 
of present knowledge, methods hitherto used and methods that may be 
used in future appraisals . The most urgent task in thi s connection is 
to establish a World Forest Resources Data Bank. 

The main message of the report is that little is known about the 
world-s forest resources. Improvements are needed at the national 
level since international statistics must basically rely on national 
statistics. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Man is becoming familiar with every crater on the far side of the moon, 

but still does not know how much of the world-s surface is covered by 
forest. This report discusses the present state of knowledge of the 
world-s forests, and methods which can be used to improve it . 

In the effort to collect information about the world -s fo rests , FAO has 

undertaken at five-year- intervals from 1948 four "World Forest Invento
ries" (WFI) . These WFIs are by no means true forest inventories, being 
rather a collection of figures giving some information about the forest 

resources in different countries. The name "World Forest Invento~" for
merly used by FAO has now been changed to World (or Regional) Forest 

Resource Appraisal, which is more appropriate. 

From 1968 to 1972 I worked at FAO Headquarters in Rome on the fifth 

version of the WFI . The work was not completed during my stay at FAO; 
in connexion with my return to Sweden, it was agreed between FAO and 
the Royal College of Forestry in Stockholm, that I should be given time 

to summarize the information I had gathered during my stay at FAO. This 
work has therefore been completed at the College in Stockholm. 

This has led to the publication of two reports: World Forest Resources 
(1974), which in short country notes summarizes knowledge about the 

forests in all countries of the world, and Forest Resources of Africa 

(Part I in 1975 and Part II in 1977), which tries to describe in de
tail the forest resources in African countries and their potential 
for wood production. The present report is intended to summarize the 

experience I have obtained over the years concerning the collection 
of information on international forest resources. 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

The basic problems discussed in this report are as follows: 



- Why is information on international forest resources needed? 
- What kind of information is needed? 

What has been done to collect information and what is available? 

- What is the knowledge gap? 
- How should a World (Regional) Forest Resource Appraisal be carried 

out? 

1.3 Some basic facts 

To facilitate the reading and understanding of the report some basic 

facts and conclusions are given here. 

Each year international organizations inside and outside the UN family 
produce an enormous amount of statistics covering most aspects of human 
life and the conditions on earth. The international statistics must al
ways be based on the statistics collected by national authorities. These 

have sources of error. The method for collecting the information is rare

ly known . 

The quality of the international statistics is generally speaking bad. 

In spite of this the international statistics are quoted with reve
rence and are often considered as the absolute truth. 

The low quality of the international statistics depend on three basic 
reasons : 

1. The statistics are often not available at the national level . The 

information given, if any, is then pure guesswork. 

2. The statistics collected at the national level are often of bad 
quality. 

3. Even when countries produce information of acceptable quality 

international organizations must collect and interpret this in
formation as best they can. 
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The comparability of the statistics is often poor. One reason is that 
different countries use djfferent definitions. The definitions used 
in e g UN-questionnaires are often interpreted differently. 

The international statistics give few details. Better information is 

often available at the national level. The national totals published 
in international statistics can often hide important differences with

in a country. 

A lot of available information cannot be traced or prompted by a ques
tionnaire . Neither is it possible to collect data about any problem 

areas. In such cases often only "approved" information is given . Mis
leading information can also be given when there is competition be

tween countries. The international organizations cannot give any 
qualitative statements about the statistics they collect. 

When it comes to forest resource statistics it is a fact that knowledge 

about the world-s forests is very limited. The forests can perhaps be 

seen as the remaining blank areas on the world map. 

Increased knowledge about forest resources is needed firstly at the 

national level. International statistics must in the cheapest way try 

to utilize this national knowledge. Questionnaires are not suitable 
for this work. As a first step the knowledge must be collected through 
travels, correspondance, litterature surveys etc. Much can be gained 

by collecting and organizing the knowledge actua lly available in the 
countries. Then knowledge must be improved at the national level. 

In this report the term Regional Forest Resource Appraisal will be 

used whenever feasible. I prefer to see a World Forest Resource 
Appraisal as a summary of Regional Appraisa ls . 
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2 WHY IS INFORMATION ON INTERNATIONAL FOREST RESOURCES NEEDED? 

2.1 General 

At the national level forest resources are often utilized in accordance 
with objectives formulated by government . The translation of qualitative 

object i ves into quantitative aims and targets, and into the policies and 
strategies to be employed to attain these aims, requires long-term (stra

tegic) planning . (FAO 1974 a.) Long-term planning of the utilization of 
natural resources can be said to be the weighing between the needs of 
today and the needs of tomorrow. 

Planning requires information about conditions that influence utiliza
tion of resources. Strategic planning of the utilization of the forest 

resources requires e g knowledge about the national forest resources . 
In Sweden this knowledge is collected by the National Forest Survey. 

Its objectives have been formulated as follows (SHS 1973). 

"The National Forest Survey shall continuously give information for 
planning and control of the forests' utilization as a natural resource 
at both district and national level ... . The information shall show the 

actual forest conditions, activities carried out and other changes that 
have occured." 

The need for information varies of course from country to country. The 

more intensive is utilization, the more detailed the statistics must 

be . In Sweden, forest resources are now utilized so intensively that 
increasingly detailed knowledge is needed. To meet the objectives the 

following information is required (SHS 1973): 

- A description of soils, vegetation , terrain, site-classes, forest 
stand, accessibility class. 

- Estimates of standing timber per ha within classes of forest stand, 
specified by species, dimensions and qualities. 

- Description of the area where exploitation has taken place, est imate 

of exploited volume by species. 
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Estimate of the size of the increment and its variation with climate. 

- Description of clear-felled areas and young forests. 

Even all the information mentioned here is now, sometimes considered 

barely adequate. According to many researchers, for example, better 

recording of changes is needed. 

What has been discussed so far in this chapter concerns mainly the so
called industrial forestry (see below). This is no doubt the usual way 
of discussing forestry. In a country like Sweden this sector is also 
very important. Forestry is, however, composed of at least three im

portant sectors; 

The utilization of existing forests and creation of new forests in 
order to meet the existing and future demand of wood for industrial 

use. 

E~~~_fQ~~~!~Y (Village forestry or Forestry for Community Development.) 

The utilization of existing forests and tree lands and creation of new 
forests in order to meet the existing and future demand for domestic 

wood (fuelwood and farming timber), fodder and minor forest products. 

The production of environmental services such as erosion and water
control including wildlife management and conservation. 

This means that the concept of forest production whenever used must 

cover the whole range of goods and services provided by the forests. 
Forestry should adopt a mUlti-purpose approach when feasible. 

In this context it is suitable to quote the following paragraphs 

from Nilsson (1971); 
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"As guidance for the fo l lowi ng discussion, the objectives of forestry 

cou l d be defined as fol l ows. 

Forestry ai ms at sat i sfy i ng the present and future demand for major and 
mi nor forest produce and for the protective and recreat i ve func ti ons of 
the forests (wild l ife, tourism), taking i nto account compet i ng cla ims 

from other sectors (agriculture) and the urgent need of creating employ
ment opportunities in rural areas. 

This definition has the advantage that it pOints out the need for a rea
listic appraisal and evaluation of the present and future demand for 
forest production. (Forest production defined in a wider sense in accor

dance with the concepts of primary and secondary area production.) The 
conventional name for such studies adopted by FAO is "Timber Trend 
Studies and Prospects" . In order to indicate that forest production, 
in a wider sense, must be taken into account and that the prospects 
as given by the trends or otherwise should not automatically be accep

ted as a target for the planning, I would propose the follow i ng concept 
to be adopted. 

Forest Production and Consumption Studies (trends, prospects and targets). 

The National Forest Inventory, thus, should provide adequate data for 
Forest Production and Consumption Studies." 

I~ational Forest Invento r ies (and other types of inventor i es) sha ll give 
i nformat ion that can be used for planning and practica l imp l ementat ions. 

Often they have given only an interest i ng description of the forests. 

This may be interes t ing from the geograph ica l poi nt of vi ew . The ques
tions ra i sed have been badly formulated. The plann i ng has then often 
been more dependent about ex i sting statistics than on important quest ions. 

In the case of pr i vate forest owners the va l ue of statistics can be cal
cu l ated in economic terms (Sprangare, 1975) . It is more comp l icated to 

decide the value of statistics at the national level. One cou l d, however, 
ask what wou l d be the result if we did not know our forest resources in 
SVieden. One possibility cou l d be that the forest industries were over-
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established. Another possibility could be that industry was badly deve

loped (due e g to fear of over-establishing). It would hardly be possible 
to undertake any meaningful planning of the forestry sector. 

Although the detailed objectives of forestry are different in different 

countries I am convinced it is mad to lack knowledge of forest resources 

in all countries. Without a proper knowledge of forest resources a sen
sible planned utilization is practically impossible . 

At present forest resources are ev idently heavil y utilized in many tro

pical countries. In some years time log-export will have to cease and 
the existing industry will have difficulties in finding wood. It is 
also said that existing resources of vegetation used for fuel wood are 
dwindling in many countries. Without proper evidence it is difficult 

to prove that certain actions are needed. 

It must be admitted that forestry has many interested parties. I have 

talked from the point of view of government . As examples of interested 
parties can be mentioned government, political part ies , the Forest Ser
vice, the Agricultural Department, the Industry Department, other govern

ment authorities, private industry, private forest owners, the public, 
journalists, workers, worker-s unions and protectionist groups. 

These interested parties have different interests. The time-horizon is 

e g different for different user-groups. Some of the interested parties 
may also consider it to their advantage if the resources are not well 
known to al l interested parties. 

2.2 The need for knowledge about international forest conditions 

That knowledge is needed at the national level is more or less se lf

evident. It can easily be proved by discussing examples of what would 
happen if certain information did not exist or what could happen if 
information existed . 

It is much more difficult to prove the need for international forest 
resource statistics. The need is often taken for granted. S8metimes a 
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parallel is drawn between the need for knowledge about the world -s 
oil resources and the world-s forest resources. Most researchers seem 
to find it self-evident that we need information about the world-s 
forests and the world-s living biomass. The basic problem would be 

to find methods to collect this information . To some extent I can 
agree. As I see it, it is necessary to try to evaluate the value of 

all kinds of research and the increased knowledge it gives. One rea
son why many inventories are bad may be that the need for a "descrip
tion" of the forest resources is taken for granted. It is important 
not to get carried away, fascinated by a scientific or technical pro
bl em without evaluating the value of these efforts. 

A-good "world forest inventory" requires more resources than most re
search. It is therefore important to clearly explain the value of in
creased knowledge . If good arguments for its value are not found it 

will be difficult to get hold of the necessary funds. 

To be able to evaluate the need and value of international forest re
source statistics it is necessary to know the main users and the main 
uses they make of the statistics. According to my knowl edge Interna

tional Organizations, International Banks, National Forest Services, 
other national authorities, the forest industry, producers of forestry 
equipment, consulting firms, researchers, development authorities and 

journalists are up to date the main users of international statistics. 

The statistics are also commonly used in the introduction of speeches 
and in general articles about a great many subjects. 

2.2.1 The requirements of governments author ities 

At national level there is mainly a need for knowledge about the country-s 
own fore st resources. If such information is lacking, plans cannot use

fully be made . For national planning, knowledge about the surrounding 
world is, however , also needed . A country must know what opportunit ies 
exist for exporting goods produced in surplus and what possibi lities 

they have of importing the products they do not produce (assuming that 
the foreign exchange situation permit import of forest products). For 
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this reason they must know the probable future market for various forest 

products. This knowledge provides a framework for national planning. How 
should existing forest resources be utilized? What new forest resources 

must be established? 

The countries need information about the surround ing world mainly as it 
concerns the planning of industrial forestry. In the case of planning of 
farm forestry and environmental forestry there is not in the same undis

putable way a need for knowledge about the surrounding world. Fuelwood 
and poles can e g hardly be imported at a large scale in the case of a 

shortage. The needs for environmental forestry in a country are not so 
often influenced by conditions in other countries. In some cases, how

ever, environmental forestry in a country can be beneficial in other 

countries. 

In addition to the international information needed for planning utili

zation of national resources, there is a need in developed countries for 

information for the planning of foreign aid. An acute shortage of fuel

wood in parts of Sahel scarcely influences forestry in Sweden; but in 
planning foreign aid policy, it i s necessary to be aware of existing 

or potential crisis areas . For instance - what problems exist or may 
develop due to shortage of fuel wood or paper or destruction of the na
tural forests? 

In this case, therefore, there is a need to know the situation concer

ning all forestry sectors in the developing countries. It must be con
cluded that it is difficult to define exactly the type of information 

that may be needed in the case of farm forestry and environmental fores
try. This is because the questions raised can be of such very different 
types. 

In order to be able to utilize knowledge about the forest resources 
for a proper planning of the forest resources there is a need for a 
strong national agency responsible for planning. A strong national 

agency which utilizes the national and international information for 
planning does not always ex i st. In some cases the "national planning" 
is mainly done by a number of private companies. These companies may 
then have most of the existing knowledge. 
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2.2.2 The requirements of forest industry 

For proper planning of investments, forest industries need information 
about future trends in the production and consumption of forest products 

in different countries and regions. It is also necessary to know the po
tential production capacity of the forests in these countries (or re
gions). Is it possible to forecast a future lack of wood or a surplus? 
Can wood in the future be supplied cheaper from other parts of the world? 

It i s also increasingly of interest to the wood -based industries, mainly 
those in industrialized countries, to identify areas in the world with 
under-utilized forest resources or with climate and edaphic conditions 

suitable for plantations of fast-growing species. The forest resources 
in many traditional forest industrial countries are limited compared to 

the prospective demands of the forest industries. The forest industries 
in these countries are now often looking for areas (countries) in which 
to establish forest industries, to buy wood, establish plantations or 

perhaps more commonly to sell their know-how . 

Long-term trends can be of greater value to the government than to the 
forest industry. The future trend for the coming thirty years may indi
cate a brilliant future for the forest industry . But this knowledge may 

be less important to the forest industry than the fact that the coming 
five years may be disastrous. For its policy-making government must con

sider long-term trends. The knowledge about the wor1d-s forest resources 
are of importance firstly for discussions of long-term perspectives . 

Knowledge about the present capacity of the industry etc are of grea
ter importance for short-term perspectives. 

2.2.3 The requirements of international organizations 

It is neither possible nor necessary for every country to collect for 

themselves all international statistics needed for planning . The existing 
international organizations should provide member countries with statis
tics. In the case of forestry statistics FAO has hitherto provided most 
of the international statistics. The international organizations shall 

not only collect statistics but also analyse them. 
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According to 2.2.1 some knowledge and understanding about the factors 
influencing the future balance in the world (or regions) between the 

production and the consumption of forest products is needed for natio
nal planning. FADs "Timber Trend Studies" have for many years attempted 
to provide such information. These are probably the most important forest 

studies hitherto carried out by an international organization. Emphasis 

will firstly be put at a discussion of the Timber Trend Studies. 

Many related studies are undertaken by international organizations and 
also by national authorities. The international organizations ought also 

to be responsible for identifying most of the problem areas mentioned 
in2.2.1. 

2.2.3 . 1 Regional Timber Trend Studies and their need of statistics 

In 195D the member countries of the FAD/ECE Timber Committee asked FAD 

and ECE to investigate the nature and development of wood requirements 
and of the productive capacity of the forest resource for Europe as a 
whole. This investigation was intended to provide the regional frame

work within which national plans and policies affecting the forestry 

in the reconstruction of post -war Europe . 

The study was completed in 1953 . Similar studies were later undertaken 
by FAD and the various UN Regional Economic Commissions for Asia-Paci

fic (1961), Latin America (1963) and Africa (1967). In 1967 these re
ports were the basic information used in preparing the FAD report 
"Wood: World Trends and Prospects" . 

The study for Europe has been revised several times, most recently in 
1976. New studies have also been undertaken for Asia-Pacific and Latin 

America . 
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In the Latin American Timber Study of 1963 the aims of the study were 

given as follows: 

"The general aim of this study can be stated simply: It was undertaken 

to provide a basis of information for decisions by planning agencies, 
forest producers, and forest industries. The hoped-for result will be 
achieved if the information presented here helps the forest and forest 
industries of Latin America to contribute better to a rapid and orderly 
economic development. 

Viewed more narrowly the study has the following aims: 

1. To present qualitative estimates of present forest-product consump

tion and corresponding estimates of the wood supplied by the forests 
for the manufacture of these products. 

2. To present estimates of future requirements for forest products, 
based on probable demographic and economic changes. 

3. To analyse the problems and opportunities revealed by a comparison 

of these estimated future requirements with the productive capability 
of the forest resource. 

4. To offer recommendat ions regarding forest industry and resource deve
lopment as an aid to planning agencies in their efforts to promote 
economic advance." 

The first studies were mainly descriptive . As more information has be
come available the analyses have increased in importance. 

Method used -----------

Data has been gathered for a description of the existing situation of 
the forest resource and the consumption and production of forest pro

ducts. Information was initially available in the World Forest Inventory 
and the annual FAD Yearbook of Forest Products. Additional data was ob-
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tained directly from government agencies. It has become evident that 

this basic information often had serious limitations. FAD has there

fore often tried to use other sources of information. 

The economic and demographic data needed in the study were sometimes 
prepared by the study team and sometimes taken from the various UN 

Economic Comissions. The estimates e g of economic growth and popula
tion growth were normally made by subregions. 

The future requirements for wood products, as estimated in these stu
dies, are forecasts of the consumption of forest products for assumed 
levels of economic activity and population; they also assume that sup

plies of forest products will be available on the scale needed, with
out any change in relative price. Assumptions are made concerning the 
way in which the relationship between per capita consumption of diffe
rent wood products and income will develop. 

There are som slight differences between the methods used in the diffe
rent studies. The principles are however roughly the same. 

The studies give a detailed appraisal of the present production and con
sumption of wood products in different countries. The studies also evalu
ate present forestry conditions. 

As regards forest resources, the studies have mainly tried to evaluate 
forest areas. In Europe, figures for standing timber and increment have 

also been utilized . For other regions figures for removals have mainly 

been cited. In the latest studies, however, attempts have been made to 
use some crude estimates of standing timber. 

The studies also provide estimates of the future consumption (or rather 
requirements) of wood and wood products and the forest-s potential for 

producing wood. Estimates of the future balance between supply and de
mand are discussed. In the case of the calculated future requirements 
(and balances) for wood products, the calculations are made by subre-
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gions. For present consumption and production of wood and wood products, 

information provided by each country is normally given. 

Discussion 

Although valuable, the Timber Trend Studies (and studies of related type) 

have, according to my opinion, certain limitations: 

- Most balance studies give in reality forecasts of the requirements 
and not of actual consumption. We do not know how great the require
ments will be or what will be the actual cost of producing wood at the 
end of the period discussed. We have hardl y any indication of what will 
be the actual consumption of wood in a future period. 

- Little consideration is taken of the availability of wood in different 
countries. The forest resource statistics utilized are also of low accu
racy. 

Consideration is normally only given to the requirements that show up 

as market demands. The real requirement may be quite different. 

- The studies assume the same relative income distribution as during the 

base period . If the increase in income is concentrated to e g the weal
thiest or poorest quarter of the population there could be a great dif
ference in requirements. 

- Prognoses of these types show often spontaneous development. Extrapo
lations of present trends are often considered as the truth (at least 
by the reader). The prognoses often show the development based on wish

ful thinking rather than reasonable expectations. 

One may ask if economic development will follow logic rules . Develop

ment is often influenced by political decisions. Many of the pulp 
mills recently established in tropical countries can be cited. 

Trend studies may sometimes give the impression of academic exercises . 

In spite of all complicated regression analysis the studies give rather 
little information about what in reality may happen in the future. They 
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show what may happen under certain specific circumstances. One may ask 

if they should not consider more which possible misjudgements exist in 
our picture of the world. Scenarios could often be more useful than the 

traditional trend projections. 

2.2.3.2 Comments about other international studies 

In addition to Timber Trend Studies (and related "balance studies") the 
international organizations make many studies which call for information 
about international conditions. Some of these studies are complements to 
the Regional Timber Trend Studies. Other studies are concerned with farm 
forestry or environmental forestry. Important examples are mentioned here. 

a) Policy making by international organizations 

International organizations must often make studies to clarify their own 
policy and try to identify the need for action. These may take the form 

of a detailed study of questions discussed only superficially in the 
Timber Trend Stud ies, and may sometimes serve to clarify a problem that 

has earlier been underestimated. The increasing understanding of the im
portance of fuel wood in the developing countries may be mentioned as an 
example. Agro-silviculture is another field, the importance of which is 

becoming increasingly evident. Some problems of this type may be of inte
rest to investigate but may also be politically difficult. As an example 
can be mentioned the importance of agrarian reform to rural development. 

International studies of this type can provide Forest Services with argu
ments for use in discussions with their governments. The potential of 

forestry is fully utilized in very few countries. If FAD demonstrates 
the importance e g of agro-silviculture or environmental forestry, this 
should be of great help in national planning. The Forest Services (or 
FAD) cannot initiate development without the necessary information and 

knowledge. 

b) The relationship between developing and developed countries 

The indus tria lized countr i es have deve loped without much international 
planning and statistics. They have all benefited more or less from free 
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trade. The developing countries seem to have been caught in a situation 

in which they depend greatly on the industrialized countries. The pre
sent trade pattern is not to the advantage of developing countries. The 
dependence of the developing countries therefore must be changed. This 
will probably not happen through any laisser-faire system. Individual 

national planning will not be enough. International studies are needed 
to find out what has gone wrong, and what can be done to change present 
patterns . 

One may for examp l e ask in this context what would really be the bene
ficial development of forest industry in different types of developing 

countries? Is the establishment of large pulpmills in developing 
countries really to their advantage? Should they all try to become 
self- sufficient in paper? To what extent are the present development 
trends within the forest industry in developing countries governed 
by the interest of developed countries? 

That studies of the above type are needed must be evident. These stu
dies should result in realistic recommendations. What can the deve
loping countri es do to develop and utilize their own resources? It is 
not likely that the industria lized countries will undertake the neces

sary changes in trade patterns and so on of their own free will. The 
more the developing countries know about these conditions the better 
chance they must have to get things changed. The developing countries 
must also be made aware of the information they can benefit from. 

c) As other examples can be mentioned the need in certain fields for 
international planning and cooperation 

FAa has hitherto undertaken most of the studies of this type (a -c) 
that are of forestry interest. 

2.2.4 Other requirements 

In addition to the stud ies mentioned many other studies are being mad e 

at present . A lot of work is going on to try to decide how the climate, 
carbon cycle etc is influenced by cha nges in the vegetation cover. With
out adequate knowledge such studies are impossible. The result ca n be 
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pure nonsense. The decrease of forest resources and the fuel wood crisis 

are at present the most popular international forestry subjects among 

laymen. 

Most articles about international forestry (by researchers, journalists 

etc) suffer from the lack of reliable statistical data. Many user groups 

do not know how to analyse international forest resource statist ics. The 
first available figure is taken as absolute truth. Sometimes protectio
n~ want to give alarming figures. Recently a high Swedish officia l 
said that "forest" resources in the world had decreased by 2.5 billion 

ha between 1950 and 1973. If he instead had said that the decrease was 
from the days of Adam it would not have been complete nonsense. 

2.3 Conclusions about the need for information about the wor1d-s 

forest resources 

So far the discussion has to a great extent concerned the balance between 

consumption and production of different forest products. The need for in

formation is most evident in this field. There are however also other 
fields where there are a need for information about forest condit i ons. 

As examples can be mentioned the need to know the wor1d-s total biomass 

or to know the changes in the biomass. Many environmental problems should 
also be known better. The need for information about the wor1d-s forests 
is however not met by information of adequate quality. 

In the case of Timber Trend Studies (or "balance studies "), the need for 

information could in theory be satisfied if the countries themselves pro
vided information about planned production and expected consumption of 
wood and wood products. 

But not all countries have comparable plans and investigations. Produc

tion can within wide limits be influenced by man. Forests can be over
exploited and industries can expand more than has been planned. Plans 
may for many reasons rapidly become obsolete. Existing national plans 

in any ca se must be compared. Can the countries conce rned import as much 
as they consider necessary and can they export as much as they wish to? 
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The different national calcu lati ons must be made comparable. Future con

sumption, for examp l e, should be estimated by using comparable assump 
tions about the development of prices. 

So even if national plans (and estimates) for production and consumpt i on 

ex i st, thi s i s not enough . It i s also necessary to know the potential for 
forest production in different countr ies. In which countries do the lar
gest unuti1ized fo rest resources exist? In which countries do the grea 
test potentia l for new forests exist? Which countries are now overexploi 

ting their forest resources? What pl ans are there for increased wood pro

duction (e g from new plantations)? 

To be able to make useful Regional Timber Trend Studies, detailed infor

mation about the forests in the region is requ i red. Information about 
forest conditions and trends in different countries is also needed for 
many other international stud ies (see 2.2.3). Sometimes complete stat i s
tics are required - somet imes examples are enough. It is imposs ibl e to 

tell exact ly which forest resource information is needed for these dif
ferent studies. If we accept that Timber Trend Studies require deta il ed 
information about forest cond i t i ons and about the potential for forest 

production in different countries, it is likely that this will in most 
cases be adequate for other purposes, too. If more detailed statistics 
are required, the possibility of co llecting additiona l details must be 
assessed from case to case . 

Considering th i s discussion the primary objective of a Wor ld (or Regio

nal) Forest Resource Appraisa l can be formu l ated as follows: 

"A World (Reg ional ) Resource Appraisal should princ i pa l ly collect, ana 
lyse and provide the information about forest resources in different 
countries, that is needed at the national and international l evel in 

order to quantify exis ti ng and future forest potential." 

Another objective should be to identify the major gaps i n know l edge that 
are to be reduced or removed . 
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The objectives chosen here depends very much on the question considered 

to be most important. If the objectives had been formulated by someone 

from UNEP, IUCN, UNESCO, a geographer or a journalist they would have 
been formulated differently as the basic questions would most likely 
have been different. A principal objective is often formulated in natio

nal surveys. Information to meet this objective is searched for. The 
cost of collecting other additional information would often be low. 
Such information is also nearly always collected. In theory this could 

be the case in World (Regional) Forest Resource Appraisals. 

In summary one could say that the most important thing is to give infor

mation so that the forest resources (or let it be national resources in 

general) can be utilized in "the best way". Forestry ought especially 
to play its potential role in the developing countries. 

For most studies forest resource information is not enough. There is a 

need for other kinds of information. The forest resource information 
gives the physical conditions for forestry but says nothing about the 
cost for forest production etc. 

It must finally be concluded that the statistics collected must be of ade
quate detail and quality for the purpose for which they are to be used. If 

statistics of inadequate detail and quality are used in sophisticated stu
dies the end-result may be nonsense. 
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3 WHICH FOREST RESOURCE INFORMATION IS NEEDED? 

3.1 General 

From the discussion i n chapter 2 it is concluded that the information 
co llected should primarily make it possib le to forecast (or at least 
indicate) how much wood can be produced now and in coming years. Here 

information about forest resources needed to give a picture of the po
tential of forests in both the short and the long-term perspective will 
briefly be discussed. There are six main types of information: 

- Description of existing resources (area information, volume, incre

ment, etc) 

- Fellings and removals 

- Past trends in utilization and development of the forest resources 

- Expected changes in the forests ' capacity to produce wood (e g new 

plantations) 

- Felling forecasts 

- Potential cut 

Of the six types of information mentioned above the four first are neces

sary in order to be able to calculate the two last. The three first re
gister facts. The three last give prognoses . 

What is discussed may look like a catalogue of information. The descrip
tion starts with the most basic information (land use) and proceeds step
wise towards ever more detailed information. When a detailed kind of in

formation is available (e g of standing t imber) the need for certain 
more elementary information (e g crown-density) may decrease . The same 
method must be used at the national level. 

The information discussed here should in principle be availabl e in each 

\ 

country. (At least in a simple form.) It is the minimum set of data needed 
at the national level . This information is needed for national production 
and consumption stud ies. A world (regional) forest resource appraisal must 

try to ut ili ze the national data base as far as possible. 
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At the national level there is of course a need to have an inventory 
system where the problem dictates which detailed kind of information 

is collected. It must quite obviously be more difficult to collect 
problem-oriented information at the international level. It will at 
least take a long time before the specific data needed is known for 

a 11 countri es. 

The different items discussed here are defined in a broad way (when ne

cessary), the reason why they are needed are given, and the type of in
formation that can be of value is discussed. Many of the arguments given 

refer to conditions in tropical regions (or countries where available in
formation is scarce). 

3.2 Area information 

3.2 .1 Land use 

Information about the present land use should be collected in all inven
tories. This information would show the importance of wooded areas in re
lation to the overall land use pattern. As an example, a modified version 

of a land use scheme recommended by FAO (FAO 1973) is given here. 

I. Total land area 

A. Forest and other wooded areas 
1. Forest 

a) Natural forest 

b) Man-made forest 

2. Other wooded areas 
a) Savanna, open woodlands 
b) Heath, stunted and scrub forest 

c) Trees in lines, windbreaks and shelterbelts 
d) Other areas 

B. Non-forest area 

1. Agricultural land 
2. Other 1 ands 
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, 
There is also a need to classify non-utilized areas according to their 

potential for forestry. What size of plantations of fast-growing species 
could theoretically be established? There is certainly also a need to 
classify forest areas according to their potential for agr i culture. In 
many countries, forest areas with a potential for agriculture will be 

converted to agricultural use. Often there is also a great need to clas
sify different areas according to the environmenta l services they provide 
or ought to provide. Certain forest areas are best utilized for water con
trol. Certain agricultural areas ought to be taken out of production and 
planted by trees. These last points relate mainly to a land-capability 

classification. Such classificat i ons are needed but very rarely under

taken. 

What is discussed in the paragraph above concerns basically national 
surveys. It is at present hardly possible to consider these kinds of 
statistics in an international forest resource appraisal. 

3.2.2 Forest and other wooded areas 

The description should classify the wooded areas according to different 
conditions. The National Survey in Sweden classifies e g the forest area 

by vegetation, terrain, site, forest stand, accessibility, age-classes, 
cutting-classes, owner, density, trees per ha, etc. These classes can be 
combined, e g cutting-classes with ownership classes or age-classes with 

ownership and altitude classes. 

It is here of basic importance to have a clear definition of forest or 
di fferent types of wooded area . What is forest? There is no undisputable, 
logical definition to use when one discusses forest resources at world 

level. The meaning of the word varies from country to country. In some 
countries, large areas of scrub have been classified as forest. 

Fig 1 shows diagrams for a few ecoclines. (Ecocline = A gradient of eco
systems.) 
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Diagrams for three ecoclines . A. Along a gradient of increasing 

aridity from rainforest to desert in South America. B. Along an 

elevation gradient up tropical mountains in South America. 
C. Along a latitudinal gradient . (After Whittaker, 1971) 

The boundaries between forest and non-forest can be drawn in several 
places in these diagrams . The specific question to be answered (e g 
timber forest, fuel wood forest, protection forest) decides where the 
boundary is drawn . The dotted vertical lines indicate crudely where 

the boundary has been placed in my own reports. 

FAD in its latest definition (1967) makes a distinction between "closed 
forest" (or rather forest) and "open woodland". Closed forest is defined 

as having a crown-cover (the projection of the crowns on the ground) of 
more than 20 per cent and open woodland as having a crown-cover of 5-20 
per cent . Simplifying somewhat, one may say that the definition of 
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closed forest is meant to identify the wooded areas (forest types) that 
can be of interest to industrial forestry. The open woodlands include 

e g the different types of "savanna forests", which are found in the 
tropics. These types are now of limited importance as suppliers of in
dustrial wood, but are in mahy areas of great local value for the supply 
of fuelwood and other household wood. The open woodlands can sometimes 

have a great potential for wood production if they are planted with 

fast-growing species. 

The boundary between forest and open woodland in the tropics is often 

clearer than that shown e g under A. in fig 1. This is due to the in
fluence of fires in dry areas. The closed forest (rain forest) is more 
resistant. There are, however, a number of borderline cases. 

The dry vegetation types are changing very rapidly, as a result of the 
influence of man. They may vary from relatively dense forest to open 

forest within a short distance. The tropical rain forest can vary from 

closed forest to bush in a mosaic pattern, depending on shifting culti
vation. 

These examples are intended to show that there are no clear boundaries 

between different types of forest. Neither are there always clear boun

daries between forest and non-forest. Bush fallow after shifting cul
tivation: Is this young forest or non-utilized agricultural land? 

It. is necessary to classify wooded areas according to their importance 

for wood production (as well as for other uses). The value of one type 
may vary from country to country. Non-uti li zed land may often be of in
terest too. 

Since the questions asked are chang ing continually, there is reason to 
describe all wooded areas relatively completely or rather, to describe 
the present tree cover on all kinds of land. The work must, however, 

normally be carried out most intensively for the forest types that pro
vide industr ial wood. 
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We shall discuss here the basic classifications of forest and other 
wooded areas that are necessary. These classificat ions concern mainly 

their potential for wood production. As has been mentioned there is 
also a need to classify wooded areas according to the environmental 
services they provide. This classification must normally be done in 
connection with the land use study (or rather the land-capability 

classification) already mentioned. 

3.2.2.1 Vegetation types (forest types) 

It i s nearly always necessary to classify forest and other wooded areas 

into vegetation types. This classification may e g be used to stratify 
by volume. It may also show the potential of the forests. 

As examples of the major types, may be mentioned broadleaved, coniferous, 
mixed coniferous-broadleaved, bamboo, mangrove, palms, woodland, sava nna 

woodland, tree savanna. An additional breakdown of each type by spec ies, 

species groups, climate type and so on, is normally also needed. 

3.2.2.2 Maturity classes 

It is nearly always necessary to have some classification of the forest 

area into matur ity classes. It is necessary to know how large a part of 
the forest area consists of mature forest, regeneration etc. 

In the temperate zone, the forests can be classified by age-classes. Re
lated to this is the class ifica tion of forests into cutting-classes or 
management-classes. It is difficult to make a meaningful age-class classi
fication for a whole region (especially in the tropics). What is old fo

rest in one country may be middle-aged or even young forest in another 
country. 

A crude classification into "maturity classes" can possibly be made com

parable within a region . As examples of categories in such a classifi
cation may be mentioned blanks, degraded forest, young forest, middle

aged forest, old forest, over-mature forest . This information would at 
least give some ind ication of how much mature forest can be found, how 
much forest is under regeneration and so on. 
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3.2.2.3 Density 

We should now know the distribution of maturity classes in different 

vegetation types . The next step must be to describe the density of the 
forest. Is e g the mature forest open or closed? Thi s info rmation can 
give a crude idea of the va lue of forest resources. 

The density of a stand is often expressed as a decimal coefficient of 

full density. Density may e g be described in terms of crown-cover (the 
projection of the crowns on the ground in relation to the total area). 

3.2.2.4 Human influence 

Most vegetation types are influenced by man in one way or another. In 

most cases a description of the present status of the forests is needed . 
If possible, every forest type (vegetation type) should be classified in 
respect of the degree of human influence to which it has been exposed. 

The following scheme is shown as an example: 

Managed 
- Intensively 
- Extensively 

Unmanaged 

- Undisturbed (climax vegetation) 

- Disturbed (e g shifting cultivation, selective cutting) 
- Heavily disturbed (bushes, secondary vegetation) 

Information about exploited and unexploited areas is often of great value. 
Sometimes it can be the only "quality classification" available. 

3.2.2.5 Accessibility 

Let us now assume that we have a first crude idea about the value of 
the forests. The next step must be to get hold of information which 
shows the physical possib ili ties of utilizing the existing resources. 

Are the forests situated in remote areas or are they situated close to 
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the market? Is the terrain difficult for utilizing? To obtain an idea 

about the opportunities for utilizing different forest areas, forest 
land must be classified by types of terrain (e g swamps, mountainous 

areas). The important first step is to identify the areas where utili
zation is very difficult. Thi s information should also be possible to 
trace in most countries. Of still greater importance is information 
about how forest areas are situated in relation to roads, industries 
and export harbours. 

Accessibility as discussed above gives no indication as to whether an 
area will be utilized or not. This depends very much on the value of 

the existing forest. At a more advanced stage an accessibility classi

fication (or ranking of areas for utilization) should be made, depend

ing on the actual value of the forests. 

3.2 .2. 6 Information concerning forest pol icy and administration 

In addition to the physical factors which describe the value of the 

forest and the possibilities of utilizing it, there are also admin i

strat ive factors about which it is often necessary to know when the 
feasibility of utilizing the forest resources is to be judged. Some 
of the most important concepts will be mentioned here. 

EQ~~~!_~~~~~~~~ (Permanent forest) are those parts of the forest which 
are effectively protected against destruction and in which provisions 
are estab lished to ensure maintenance of the forest vegetation. In many 

countries, the forest reserves alone are of interest for continuous 
fore stry. Forest areas outside the reserves are often considered to 
be without value. It is necessary to know these conditions for each se
parate country. 

~~Q!~~!iQQ_~~~~~~~~ are those parts of the forest in which all industrial 
cutting and all destruction, such as burning, is prohibited. Protection 
reserves cannot be utilized for wood production, and it is therefore ne
cessary to know the extent of such areas, so that the area which can be 
used for commerc ial forestry can be identified. 
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Q~~~r~b1~ shows the legal owner of the land. When the forests are pri
vately owned , the government has often greater difficulty in changing 

e g the exp loi tation policy, than is the case when all forests are 

owned by the state. For such reasons it is often necessary to know the 
ownership conditions in forest land . It i s also necessary to know whether 
the possibilities to utilize the forests are different between owners. 
Due to ownership cond itions utilization can be imposs ible in certain 

fore st areas . 

I~~~r~. In WFI 1970 quest i onnaire (Afr i ca) tenure was defined as follows: 
"For the purpose of this enquiry tenure is concerned with the ci vil or 

jurid i cal person operating the land and not t he owner of the land. Te

nureship can be derived from ownership, lease contracts, cutting licences 
or traditional right of usage. It can also be illegal." 

The informati on can be of interest to know e g in countries where large 
fore st areas are under concessions. In such cases the interest for long

term management of the forests can be very limited. 

3.2.2.7 Man-made forests 

The man-made forests must often be described separate ly and i n more de
ta i l than other forest areas. The descri ption should e g gi ve a break

down of the planted area by species, age-classes and site-c lasses. Such 
a description is most important in the case of man-made forests that 

have considerably different qualities than the natural forests (e g 
plantations of fast-growing species). 

3.3 Volume information 

Chapter 3.2 shows the basic area information we need to collect in a 
Forest Resource Appraisal. This means a step-wise more deta il ed descrip
t i on of the forest area. In a Forest Resource Appra i sal a detai l ed de
scription of the area is not adequate. Information concerning the stand

ing volume is also needed . What types and what quantities can be found 
in different types of forest? 
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In principle, we wish to know how much sawtimber, pulpwood and so on 

can be continuously produced in different forest areas. This is of 
course partly an economic question, and varies from country to country. 

Since information concerning the potential production often cannot be 

obtained it is necessary to give a rather complete description of the 
standing volume. This will always give some indication of how much wood 

can be produced. 

It i s evident that a figure giving the total of standing timber does 
not give enough information. There is a need for a breakdown of the 

total standing volume into species, dimensions and qualities. 

One must also define which kind of volume(s) is to be given. The pro

blem of defining volume is most pronounced in the case of mixed tropi
cal hardwood forests. In FAD "Manual of forest inventory" (FAD 1973) the 

following terms are defined: Total volume, gross volume, net volume, in

dustrial volume, log volume, other usable volume and branch volume. The 
term "commercial" can be added to the terms industrial, log volume and 
other usable volume or to specified portions of the volumes and then 
distinguishes the volume which can economically be removed under given 

conditions. This classification is changing continuously. The total net 

volume of commerc ial species is rarely removed in the tropics. Sometimes 
only half this volume reaches the market (Lanly-Lepitre 1970). 

To simplify matters, on ly an example of a breakdown of total stem gross 
volume is given here. The same kinds of breakdown can be given for other 

volume concepts when this is necessary. The following breakdowns should 
at least be given in inventories: 

The total stem gross volume of stand ing timber classi fied by species 

(or species groups), dimensions and qualities. This information shou ld 
not only be given for the total forest area but also for different 

land use classes, vegetation types, maturity classes, density classes, 

accessibility classes and so on. 
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The above information could also be given as mean-values per ha. Such 
figures give information which is more easily interpreted than figures 

for total volume. 

This information would then make it possible to see e g how much wood 

is to be found in mature forests in easily accessible areas or how much 
wood of sawtimber size is to be found in a specific forest type. The 
rate at which these resources can be utilized depends on a number of 
factors e g increment, status of the forests, forest policy. 

3.4 Increment 

For discussion of the potential productivity of the forests, infomation 
about the total volume of standing timber is not enough. It is also 

necessary to have information about the increment of different species 
and species groups, and in different types of forest. 

The knowledge of increment in the world-s forests is at present very 

limited (espec ially in the tropics). In climax forests net increment 
is by definition zero. The gross increment is balanced by natural da
mage. Where selective cutting occurs in tropical forests, the net in
crement may be in non-commercial species. In l arge parts of the world-s 
forests information about net increment is not only missing, but is also 

of very limited interest. Information about gross increment may in theory 
be of greater value, since it gives an indication of how much wood the 

forests can produce if fully utilized. If information about gross incre
ment and total drain is available, it is possible to decide whether the 
wood resources are increasing or decreasing. How much wood can be explo
ited annually without reduction of the total volume of standing timber? 

It is a fact that many studies of tropical forests consider these re
sources to be static. This means that no increment is taken into account. 
Instead, estimates are made of how long existing resources will last if 
certain assumptions about exploitation are made. This is of course a 

very pessimistic view. 
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3.5 Past trends in the development and utilization of forest re

sources 

An inventory must if possible show the changes that have taken place 

over a period of years. Is forest area increasing or decreasing? Is 

the composition of standing volume changing? 

To be able to show such changes in detail, detailed inventories at 
intervals are required. The most important changes to record are the 

following: 

- Changes in land use 
Changes in the volume of standing timber in different forest types 

- Changes in density (m3/ha) in different land use classes 

Changes in increment 

It is also necessary to know the present (and past) exploitation of the 

wooded areas . 

3.6 Expected changes 

Information about expected changes in the forest resources is required 

when it is desired to know the future production of wood. An important 
question is whether the trends in changes seen so far will continue. As 

examples of questions can be mentioned: 

- In what way will the existing forest resources change? 
- In what way will the areas of man-made forests change? 

3.7 Felling forecasts 

Felling forecasts are here intended to show the estimated (or planned) ex
ploitation during a coming period. This may e 9 mean that the forests will 

be overexploited. In the first place, it is necessary to know what volumes 
will be removed. What species and dimensions are expected to be exploited? 
How will this exploitation influence the forest resources? Information about 
the areas affected by different kinds of exploitation would also be of in

terest. How large areas will e g be clear-felled each year? 
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3.8 Potential cut 

Felling forecast should show the estimated future exploitation. It is 

also of great interest to know the possible exploitation if all exp l oi 
table forests are put in to production . The product i on quite naturally 
depends on the investments made in management . It can also vary with time. 

It is also of interest to know how exp loitation actually can increase. 
If it e g takes 30 years to bring a country's forest area into uti li
zation the maximum production possible is of somewhat limited interest. 
How much can a country's forests produce in 10 or 20 years time? The 

answers can of course vary considerably with the assumptions made about 
investments in forest production. 

3.9 Conclusions 

It must be stated already here that for the moment it is impossible to 

collect all the different kinds of information discussed in 3.2 to 3.8. 

Is all this information really needed? 

In 3.1 has already been mentioned that what is discussed in chapter 3 
is an attempt to get a stepwise improvement of the knowledge. Some kinds 

of forest resource information is no doubt of greater interest than others. 

At the national level there i s a need for different inventories . The type 
of inventory undertaken depends on the questions ~o answer. Di fferent kinds 
of inventories must put the emphasis on different kinds of information. 

This mean s that a National inventory must not put the same emphasis on all 
kinds of information. Neither must al l National inventories put the empha
sis on the same kind of information. 

A detailed attempt to show the relative emphasis on different kinds of in

formation in a World (Regional) Resource Appraisa l is shown in table 1. 
This classification is made to meet the requirements of the objective dis
cussed in the previous chapter. 

At the national level the type of inventory (and amount and accuracy of 

the i nformation collected) depends on the formu lated objectives. In theory 
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the same holds true for a Regional (or World) Forest Resource Appraisal. 

It is, however, hardly to the same extent possible to define precisely 
the objectives of a Regional Forest Resource Appraisal (or to undertake 
different kinds of regional appraisals). I have identified the Regional 

Timber Trend Studies (or let it be Production and Consumption Studies) 
as the basic field where international forest resource information is 

needed. This is the principle behind the discussions in chapter 3.2-3.8. 
The information mentioned in 3.2-3.8 will hopefully be adequate for most 
other purposes too. It is, however, hardly possible to answer all possible 

questions about a region-s forest resources. It is also very difficult to 
tell how accurate different types of information must be. 
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Table 1. The relative emphasis on different kinds of information in a 
World (Regional) Forest Resource Appraisal 

Type of information Forest and other wooded areas Non-
Closed forests jl Open Scrub and forest Total 
Natural Man-made woodland brush land land land 

Land use I 
Land capability II II II II II II 
Vegetation types I I I III IV IV IV 
Maturity classes II I III IV 
Crown - density II I I III III 
Access i bil ity II II III IV 
Managed - Unmanaged I I II III 
Exploited - Unexploited I I I I III 
Legal classifi cations 1 } I I II III 
Ownership II I I III IV 
Tenureship I I I I III IV 
Gross volume I I I I I I III III 

Dimensions I I II 
Species I I II 
Qua 1 ity I I II 

Increment I I I III 
Past trends 2} II I I III III III III 
Future trends 2} I I I-II III III III III 
Felling forecast s I I I I IV III III 
Potent i a 1 cut I I II I I I III I I I 
Present removals I I I II I I I I 

Priority classes : I - very important 1 } E g protection reserves 
II - general estimate 2} E g in areas of closed forest 
III little emphasis 3} Crown - coverage more than 
IV - can be eliminated 20% 

- not valid 
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It is not likely that a number of different World Forest Resource Apprai

sals will be undertaken. Different international organizations can, however, 

collect complementary information (depending on their special interests). 
They must normally concentrate on the information that is likely to be 
available. The classification in table 1 would be valid if a real world 

(or regional) inventory could be undertaken. In reality it is now impos
sible to collect all this information. The information is not of the same 
importance in all regions. 

In the case of a World (Regional) Forest Resource Appraisal it is a ques
tion of getting a step by step improvement in the quality of the informa
tion. One could say that there is a natural sequence of data collection at 

international level. 

The information mentioned in table 1 could for example be collected accor
ding to the following sequence: 

Step Land use (to distinguish wooded from non-wooded areas) 
Closed forest 
Other wooded areas 

Step 2 Vegetation types in forest and other wooded areas 

Step 3 Maturity classes 

Step 4 Crown density 

Human influence (e g exploited, undisturbed, managed) 

Step 5 Area and location 

Step 6 Accessibility 

Step 7 Volume information 

Step 8 Past trends 

Step 9 Expected changes 

Step 10 Felling forecasts 

Step 11 Increment 

Step 12 Potential cut 

of protection reserves 
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For each type of information the quality of the information can be im
proved step by step. In the case of e g accessibility the information 

can be stepwise improved as follows: 

Step 1 Identification of areas with very difficult logging conditions 

(e g swamps, mountains) 

Step 2 Distance to road (area) 

Step 3 Terrain difficulty (area) 

Step 4 Distance to industry or port (area) 

Step 5 Combination of step 1 to 3 

Step 6 Cost to transport 1 m3 of wood from the forest to industry or 

port 

So far I have main ly discussed natural closed forest. In the case of 
man-made forests it may be easier to get hold of the information con

sidered necessary. In the case of open woodland, on the other hand, it 

will certainly be very difficult to gather the information mentioned. 
But if one does not have information about e g crown-density it is very 
difficult to give any meaningful information 
lands . In reality one will certainly have to 
mation in the case of open woodlands than in 
forest and man-made forest. 

about the area of open-wood

accept less detailed infor
the case of natural closed 

Due to availability of information the scheme may also have to be adjus
ted somewhat. In reality one may for instance have to collect (and utilize) 
information about human influence (e g unexp loited areas) before one col
l ects information about maturity classes and crown-density. This is simply 

due to the fact that information about human influence is more readily 
available . 

As a conc lusion to this discussion one may possibly dare to state that it 

is after all of little interest to try to decide what information about the 

world-s forests is really needed, and what information is less important . 
The risk of collect ing too much valuable information is small. 
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Where complete information exists (e g National inventories), it is fairly 

easy to express the most important information in a few figures. The accu
racy of this information is also fairly well known. Where information is 

incomplete (the normal situation), it is mainly a question of trying to ob
tain as much and as accurate information as possible. By adjusting this in
formation in different ways one may manage to calculate figures that can 
be used in world or regional studies. 
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4 WHAT HAS BEEN DONE AND WHAT IS AVAILABLE? 

4.1 General 

The forest resource statistics collected by international organizations 
must in the main be based on the statistics collected by the nationa l 

authorities. In theory certain information can be collected by satel li 
tes. The international organizations cannot, however, undertake their 
own surveys in the various countries. The national forest resource sta
tistics qu ite naturally have sources of error. The international statis 
tics can never be better than the sources available. 

To be able to give the detailed information indicated in chapter 3, forest 
inventories are needed. Table 2 shows roughly the percentage of closed 
forest in regions where some form of inventory has been undertaken. 

Table 2. Percentage of closed forest covered by inventories. 

Region 

North America 
Central America 
South America 

Africa 

Europe 
USSR 
Asia 
Pacific Area 

World 

Source: Persson, 1974 

Approximate percentage 
of closed forest area 
inventoried 

78 

54 

10 

13 

71 
40+ 
40 
40 

42 

According to table 2, about 40 per cent of the world-s forest was covered 
by inventories in the ear ly seventies. This proportion would increase some
what if all kinds of reconnaissance surveys, recent inventories etc, were 
included. It is evident that forest in the developing countries have been 
inventoried to a minor extent only. It should also be added that many in-
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ventories give an incomplete picture of forest resources. 

The figure of 40 per cent inventoried is useful when discussing how l i ttle 

we know but not when discussing how much we know. Countries with closed 
forests occupying not more than 10-15 per cent of the world-s forests seem 
to have adequate knowledge about their forest resources (my own judgement). 

Information about the forest varie s from country to country - from very 
detailed information, to a complete lack of reliable data . In the count
ries that lack inventories there i s often a number of sources which could 
be used to give at least a preliminary, rough but complete, picture of 

the forest resources. As an example can be mentioned vegetation maps, 
topographical maps, land use maps , forest maps, information from logging 

operations, botanical descriptions. Sources of this type are not always 

utilized in forest resource appraisal s. 

In this chapter will be given a detailed discussion of the work done 

hitherto. Especially I concentrate on the limitations (e g of the ques
tionnaire approach). As requirements on a new World Forest Inventory 
may be raised one day I think it can be of value to document the experi

ence gained so far . This chapter is therefore not only of historic inte

rest. 

4.2 The first attempts to estimate the world-s forest resources 

The first comprehensive attempt to estimate the forest resources of the 
world was made by Zon and Sparhawk from USA immediately after the First 
World War. The results of this inquiry were published in 1922 and served 

as a standard source of reference throughout the period between the wars . 
Ilvessalo and Jalava from Finland made further investigations in 1930 . 

In 1931 in Sweden Streyffert published an important study of the coni

ferous resources of the world . The next step was taken by the Interna

tional Institute of Agriculture in Rome, which published estimates 

supplied by national governments in a series of yearbooks which appea-
red from 1933 to 1938. In 1946, available information concerning the 
world-s forests was summarized in a report submitted to the Second Ses

sion of the FAO Conference under the title "Forestry and Forest Products -
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- World Situation 1937-1946". In the same year Watson from Great Britain 
made an independent study which appeared in the Empire Forestry Handbook . 

The sourc es used in these studies were national reports, published mate
rial, correspondance, travels and questionnaires . 

4.3 FAO-s World Forest Inventories 

4.3.1 Background 

At the First Session of the FAO Conference in 1945 , a recommendat i on I 
was made that a world forest inventory should be undertaken as soon 

as possible. The first Wor ld Forest Inventory of FAO was carr ied out 
in 1947/48 and its results were published in Unasylva (Vo l II. No 4, 
1948 and Vol IV. No 2, 1950) . At the sixth Session of the FAO Confe-
rence in 1951, it was recommended that ava i lable information on the 

forest resources of all countries of the world should be co l lected 
and published at five-year intervals . The results of the second inquiry 

were published in 1955 under the title "World Forest Resources". The 
third in the quinquennial series of World Forest Inventories was car
ried out in 1958, the results being shown in the document "World Forest 

Inventory 1958". The results of the fourth and most recent of the perio
dic in ventories are given in "World Forest Inventory 1963" (pub lished in 
1966). 

In the 1950s FAO started a project somet imes called World At las of Fores t ry. 
The project was evidently never finished. A report published in 1957 under 

the title "Le monde forestier. - Vol I - L-Europe et L-URSS " may have been 
the only visib l e result of this project. 

In the past, severa l world or regional stud ies have been made outs ide 

FAO. Th e studies are ma inl y botanical and give very li tt l e information 
on the extent and value of the forests. Where stat i sti ca l information is 
given, this is normally based on fi gures presented in the WFI. 

Dur ing the past 30 years, nearly all work in the field of international 
forest resource statistics has therefore been done by FAO in its WFIs 
(and to some extent in the Timber Trend Studies). 
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4.3.2 Objectives of previous WFIs 

The primary objective of the WFI was given in the recommendation of the 

Sixth Session of the FAO Conference in 1951: " .... available information 
on the forest resources of all countries of the world should, at five

yea r i nterva 1 s, be collected and pub 1 i shed. " 

One of the basic principles behind the first reports was the fear of a 

shortage of wood. Zon and Sparhawk said: "As the timber shortages of the 
different countries develop, it is becoming more urgent for the world to 
know where its timber supplies will come from." 

"The whole world is suffering from shortages of forest products. Are the 
forests of the world inherently capable of yielding more bountiful sup
plies of their products in the years to come, or must man forever resign 

himself to the present forestry situation?" (WFI, 1948) 

There is too the question of whether forests are being destroyed. "The 
forest is a renewable resource, but it is also destructible" (WFI, 1948). 
The WFIs were undertaken at five year intervals and intended to provide 

a check on changes in forest resources from one inventory to the next. 

Since ancient time man has explored the world in which he lives. That he 

seeks to know the extent of the world-s forest resources and what is 
happening to it is natural for just this reason. 

4.3.3 Method used for the previous WFIs 

The information shown in these FAO appraisals was obtained by sending 
questionnaires to individual countries and then compiling the data 

contributed. Where insufficient information or none was provided, 
estimates were sometimes made by FAO personnel (at least to reach com
plete regional figures). 

4.3.4 Shortcomings of the questionnaire approach 

It has long been recognized that the questionnaire approach used for 
the WFI has many disadvantages. In spite of this FAO has continued 
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to use it. The main reasons are that it is considered to be a cheap 

method, and that no better (and at the same time cheap) method has 

been found. 

The fact that the WFIs were based on data supplied by indi vidual coun
tries means that their accuracy and re liabi lity varied according to the 
quality of the information ava il abl e in the cou ntry to the respondent. 

A WFI cannot be better than its sources. 

The limitations of the questionnaire approach depends, however, not on ly 
on bad base statistics at the national level; many other prob l ems also 

exist. Some of the most important difficu lti es in using a quest ionnaire 
in a forest resource appraisal are summarized below: 

1) It is difficult to formulate the most important questions in a quest ion
naire. One may usefully only ask questions which one can hope to have 
answered. The important questions differ from country to country. Some 

questions in the questionnaires have had a meaning only in one part of 

the world (e g coppice). The first WFI questionnaires perha ps concen
trated too much on the forest conditions occurring in Europe (because 

the conditions there were best known). 

2) It is hardly possible to make water-tight definitions. Furthermore, 

the definitions are not always read by the respondent . 

3) With a quest i onnaire one can on ly collect part of the information that 
actual ly is availab l e in the countr i es. Information ava ilable on maps 

cannot be col l ected in this way. 

4) It is often impossible to reca l culate the nat i ona l statistics accor 
ding to the standard definitions used by FAa. 

5) The measurement units often differ in the reporting countries. Thi s 
causes confusion. 

6) The government agencies are increasingly burdened with questionna ires 
from different international agencies, and are becoming ever more re

luctant to make the effort needed to answer them properly. 
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There has been a tendency for the number of answers received in some 

inquiries to decrease. The questionnaires are not always filled in by 
the most qualified persons, because these are occupied by more impor

tant tasks. Those who fill in the questionnaire have often little in

terest in the exerci se. 

7) An answer submitted in a questionnaire must always be considered as 

the truth even if it is known to be wrong. FAO cannot, without per
mission, change data submitted to them by a member government. 

8) The FAO Conference recommendation in 1951 that a WFI should be under
taken every fifth year was based on the belief (or hope) that it would 
be possible to check on changes in forest resources by repeating the 

in ventory. It has, however, proved impossible to compare figures from 
succeding inventories. This is because changed figures are mainly cau
sed by new definitions, new inventories, new estimates, etc and not 

necessarily by an identifiable change in the forest resource. Neither 

is it possible to say anything about improved knowledge. 

9) Many countries do not want to give information about problem areas. 

Only approved information is then given. Sometimes countries are 
afraid that knowledge about their national conditions (e g forests) 
may be misused. 

One of the strong arguments in favour of a questionnaire approach is 
(or was) that WFI questionnaires should have taught forest officers in 
different countries the main information they need to know about their 

forest resources, reminded them about this every fifth year and given 
them good definit ions of important subjects. 

This is probably true concerning questionnaires which are sent out annu
al ly. There is, however, reason to doubt that this is of great importance 
where the WFI questionnaire, which is sent out at five-year intervals, 
is concerned. The forest officer filling in the questionnaire on one 

occasion of the WFI is probably not in the same position on the next 
(and may not be in a position where this knowledge is of value). In my 
experience, most forest officers know nothing of the existence of a WFI 
questionnaire. It can therefore naturally not guide development in the 
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f i el d of forest i nventories. Furthermore, the defin itions often change be
tween inventories . The questionna i re method i s commonl y used i n inqu i ries 

at the national leve l too . Even here it has se r ious li mitations. The re
sults are often biased. 

It must be concluded, however, t hat the basic reason behi nd the l ac k of 

success with the questionnaire approach (the WF Is) is not t he quest ion
naire approach as such, but the lack of suitable informat i on in most 
countries. A questionnaire method would probably work relatively well 
if all forests in the world were covered by inventories, and if the 

questionna i res were properly and ~onsistently answered. 

In theory the utilization of questionnaires is the natural way of doing 

a WFI. During t he first attempts it was difficult to utilize any other 
method . At that time the published sources were few. Whichever reasons 
exist a questionnaire approach does not function well in reality. 

4.3.5 Information presented in the WFI 

Recognising the limitations of the questionnaire approach, the WFIs have 
tried to present information on forest areas, ownersh i p, composition, ma

nagement status, allowable cut, crown-density, standing timber, growth, 
fellings and removals. The detailed kind of information required under 
those categories has un dergone an evolution in the course of the four 
studies, owing to changes in definitions and specifications for t he data 

requested. 

4.3.6 The 1968 WFI 

The four WFIs published were carr ied out on a global basis on each occa
sion. This had the disadvantage that it was very difficu l t to prepare a 
questionnaire applicable to such different forest conditions, and to con
solidate the widely disparate answers. In addition, a world inventory 

every fifth year concentrates work to the time of the inventory, with 
periods between when no information is collected. The suggestion was made 
in 1966 that these disadvantages could be alleviated by a regiona l ap proach. 

This means that inventory efforts would be carried out for a series of re
gions and on a continua l basis. 
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For this reason, the WFI which started in 1968 was planned to cover one 
region at a time. Over a five-year period the whole world should be cove
red. Each region could have a specially tailored questionnaire, taking 

into account the different forestry conditions occuring there. 

The questionnaire for Europe was dispatched in 1968 and the results 
were more or less ready for publication at the end of 1969. For techni
cal reasons it was never officially published. The questionnaire sent 
to the European countries (and in slightly modified form, to other tem
perate countries) was largely a copy of the . ;G ~ qup ;~i~ 1 r~ ir~. 7ne oa
sic difference was that the definition of forest had been made clearer. 
So called "open woodland areas" were no longer to be shown as forest. 

The results from 1968 are quite similar to those given in WFI 1963, be
cause Europe has no large open wood land areas. 

The questionnaire for Africa was prepared with great care during 1968 

and differed greatly from the previous questionnaires. It made an ef

fort to answer the questions of importance in Africa, and tried to take 
into account the form in which the information was available. The defi

nitions were carefully prepared and attempts were made to explain why 
the different information was needed. Thi s proved perhaps to be the main 
difficulty with the questionnaire. It became too complicated. 

At this stage the disadvantages of a questionnaire approach had since 
long been recognized. It was therefore proposed to investigate the pos

sibility to discard questionnaires as the main tool for collecting in
formation, and instead to show as much of the information as possible 

on maps, ("The New Approach"). The information for these maps should 
be collected mainly by travel and work in each country. The undertaking 
of a pilot study for the Asian region was discussed. To complete the ne

cessary work in Asia, it was considered necessary to have five forest 
officers and additional office personnel. The whole idea was abandoned, 
since no resources could be found. The work with the regional question
naires therefore continued. 

The questionnaire for Africa was dispatched in 1970 (ca lled WFI 1970 

Africa). One year later, in spite of repeated reminders, only 20 an

swers had been received. Some of the answers were of poor quality. At 
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a later stage letters were sent to the Forest Serv ices in the countries, 

asking for info rmation to comp lement and correct the quest ionnaires and 

for maps, inventory results and so on. The response to this effort was 
rather disappointing. Few countries rep lied. 

The main conclusion which cou ld be drawn from this work was that even the 
use of regional questionnaires was a difficult way of collecting informa

tion on forest resources. The approach using regional questionnaires was 
never carried out for the whole world. 

4.4 The "New Approach" for Forest Resource Appraisals 

4.4 .1 Background 

The difficulties connected with the questionnaire approach for a WFr 
have been discussed in some depth in 4.3. There had long since been 
di scussions within FAO, e g at the end of 1968, about carrying out the 

WFI in some other way . The proposal to have a number of officers travel
ling around and collecting information was never put in to practice. 

Dur in g the spring of 1970, r started to develop proposa l s discussed 
earlier. Pi l ot work done for Latin America proved t ha t it was possible 
to collect much better information by checking reports, by interviews 

with FAO field experts, travel and so on t han by any questionnaire, 

however well-designed . Maps also proved to be a very su i tab le tool in 
presenting incomplete information about forest resources. 

When r was about to leave FAO it was agreed between FAO and the Roya l 
Col l ege of Forestry in Stockholm that I shou l d try to make a pil ot s tudy 
of a Forest Resource Appraisal for Africa. 

It must be pointed out here that the "New Approach", of wh ich certain 

aspects will be discussed in this chapter, does not mainly aim at pub
li shing a report about the world-s (or Africa-s) forest resources. It 

a ims at being a method which manages to collect the best avai l ab l e in
formation about the world-s forests, by which our knowledge of the 
world-s forests can be continuously improved . The mapping approac h 

discussed at an early stage in this work was thought to have many ad-
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vantages from the point of view of co llecti ng the information and keeping 

it up to date. 

The term "New Approach" is used here for all the efforts made to replace 

the questionnaire approach by something better. From the beginn ing it 
meant a method which to a large extent tried to show t he information on 
maps. My related work has here taken over the term "New Approach". What 
is discussed here is basically the work with the report "Fores t Resources 
of Africa". The report "World Forest Resources" utilized a related but 

simpler method. The work behind the last mentioned report is di scussed 

in Persson (1974). 

4.4.2 Objectives of the work 

In practice, the main emphasis has been placed on what it is poss ibl e to 
do at present. In the case of World Forest Resources (Persson, 1974) and 
Forest Resources of Africa (Persson, 1975 och 1977) the primary objective 

was to give a description, country by country, of the forest resource. 

The second objective was to review existing information, so that the ga ps 

to be filled could be identified. The accuracy of the information was also 

scrutinised . 

It is important to bear in mind these rather limited amb i t ions. It was 
considered more natural to publish the basic in format i on, than to carry 
out an analysis of it in depth or to continue to search to fill all re

maining gaps. 

4.4.3 Method used 

The investigation of the forest resources of Afr i ca started in 1968 with 
the preparation of a questionnaire spec i ally tailored to conditions in 
Africa. As was mentioned in 4. 3, much work was undertaken to make a really 
good questionnaire. This thorough, detailed and scientifi c approach failed . 

During the work with the questionnaire a preliminary study was made of ma

terial available in the files at FAO Headquarters, interviews were under

taken with visiting experts, etc. When it was finally accepted that the 
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questionnaire approach in the case of Africa (and in reality for the whole 
WFI) was a complete fa i 1 ure, I had a 1 ready managed to collect a good dea 1 

of information about the forest resources in Africa. 

The next step was a visit to eight countries in Africa. During this travel 
all available information about the forest resources was collected. This 
was mainly done through personal contacts. 

The journey not only gave information about the forest resources in the 
countries visited, but also gave a better understanding of general forest 
conditions in Africa. 

The next, and perhaps most important, step in the work was a detailed final 
study of all material in country files available at the Forestry Department 
of FAD. This means FAD reports, mission reports, travel reports, letters, 
country notes, correspondence with projects and so on. 

Short visits were also undertaken to Paris (Centre Technique ForestiereTro
picale), Oxford (Commonwealth Forestry Institute) and Reinbek (Federal Re
search Organization for Forestry and Forest Products). 

From all of these sources the first draft of "Country reports" was pre
pared and sent for checking to the Forest Service in each country, to FAD 

Projects and to other persons and institutes which were thought to have 
additional information, which it was thought probable that the country 

in question had available or explanations to points which were still un
clear, was specifically asked for. 

This time-consuming stage was quite successful - about 25 countries gave 
complementary information or approved the prepared country notes. A num
ber of countries also supplied forest maps. "No answer" was interpreted 

to mean that the country accepted the country note given and had no com
plementary information to give. 

It must finally be mentioned that in the first phases of this work it was 
not thought that the result would be a report of the type "Forest Resour
ces of Africa". In preparing "Forest Resources of Africa", I have utilized 

information collected at all of these stages (even from the questionnaire 
stage) . 
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4.4.4 Information presented 

It is more difficult to publish information of the type collected by this 

approach than to publish the results from questionnaires. From the beginn
ing it was felt that maps are necessary in the presentation of such infor

mation. The first intentions were to show all information on large maps 
for each country or also to make a set of transparent maps with different 
information. In the latter case information can be combined in various ways. 

In the report I have tried to give as much as possible of the forest resource 

information available in as easily accessible a way as possible and at as low 
a cost as possible. 

The main type of information included in Forest Resources of Africa is the 

following: 

A. Statistical tables ------------------

These tables show some of the main features such as forest areas, owner
ship, management plans, etc. This material comes to a very limited extent 
only from the African questionnaire, but was instead extracted from a 

large number of sources. In reality this part tries to give more or less 

the same type of summarized information as previous WFls. 

A map was prepared for each of the important forestry countries. These 
maps were intended in the first place to give the following information: 

a) Location of the forests 

b) Different types of forest (e g vegetation types) 
c) Site of inventories undertaken 
d) Location of forest reserves (when applicable) 

e) Exploited areas and/ or areas under concessions (when applicable) 
f) Transport system (when this really shows something). This is the 

only practicable way of indicating accessibility 
g) Location of plantations 
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It was rarely possible to trace all this information for any single 
country. Due to the lack of resources too, much of the mapping infor

mation had to be based on already published maps. Such information is 

often outdated. 

A note was prepared for every country. This note may be regarded as a 

long explanatory note to the map mentioned under B. Index numbers on 
different inventories and forest regions or both on the map relate to 
the same numbers in the text. These country notes were intended to con

tain at least the following points: 

a) A general description of the forest. (To some extent a description of 

the vegetation) 
b) Summary of inventory results 
c) Description of accessibility . (On this item it has rarely been possible 

to give information of value) 
d) Information about plantations - areas, species etc 

e) List with most important species and their possible use. Thi s is nor
mally given in connection with inventories 

f) Some notes about exploitation and concessions 
g) Other information of interest 

It was thought that this arrangement of the collected information would 
be the best way to make it accessible. 

4.5 Final discussion of the two approaches 

From what has been said so far, it is evident that the results given in 

the traditional WFIs, owing to prob lems with definitions, the questionnaire 
approach, etc have many limitations. 

In designing a WFI questionnaire every word must be carefully chosen. It 
is a matter of compromising between what is really wanted and what it is 
possible to obtain. To make the respondent aware of all difficulties with 
the definition, long explanations are necessary. Long explanat ions often 
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cause irritation and are rarely read. The designing of a WFI question

naire is an enormously difficult and time-consuming task, and it is al
mo st impossible to carry it out successfully. 

In spite of all these limitations, the WFIs have been valuable, since 
they have for 30 years been almost the sole source of information about 

the world-s forests . Something is certa i nly better than nothing . On ly 
specialists can, however, fully use the information in the WFIs correctly. 

One of the basic difficulties with the quest ionnaire approach is that non

sense figures are mixed with more accurate figures . The result is there
fore always uncertain. To evaluate the information presented in a ques
tionnaire it i s always necessary to check against all other sources. Of

ten the same or even more detailed information is traced during this check
ing. This implies that the whole approach with standardized ques tionnaires 

is rather mean i ngless, since more detailed information is normally traced 
wh il e checking the information presented in a questionnaire. The accuracy 

of the figures found during this checking is also better known. 

The New Approach has, in my opinion, several advantages compared with the 

WFIs: 

a) It describes more completely the present state of the forests 
b) It explains better what is known about the forests and what is not 

know. It gives information about the quality of the statistics 

c) It gives more information about changes (e g in the forest area) that 
have taken place in recent years 

d) It gives more information about plans for the future 
e) The maps make it possible to locate the different forest reg ions, the 

vegetation types, man-made forests, inventories, etc 

In sp i te of considerable improvements as compared with the WFI, the reports 

utilizing the New Approach do not fulfil its basic objective, viz to give 
all information about the forests that is needed in Timber Trends and Pros
pect Studies . 

Thi s information is not available in most countries at present. A Regio

nal Resource Appraisal must naturally find a level of requ i rements for 
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information, at which it is possible to do anything at all . As l ong as 

an Appraisa l does not give adequate information, the work to improve it 

step by step must continue. 

The most recent forest resource reports have certain li mitations whic h 

can be changed in coming reports. 

The information given ln the country notes could for example have been 

analysed further. Idea ll y an analysis of the present and future produc

tion potential for each country should have been given. As in the case 

of the questionnaire approach, the information given in the country notes 

cannot be better than its sources. Where sources with conflicting infor

mation were traced, it was not always possib l e to judge which informa

tion was best. Often it was not exactly known what terms (e g commercial 

forest, accessible forest) used in different sources meant. Part of the 

information in the country notes, maps and summary tables is outdated. 

The information varies in quality . There are difficu lti es in comparing 

information in different country notes. These facts may be evident to 

readers with experience in this field . The reports should al l the same 

try to judge what at most can be said about the present day situation. 

When first working with the New Approach it was thought that the prepa

ration of forestry maps was of paramount importance. Initially the maps 

had two objectives: 

a) The maps should facilitate the reading of the country notes. 

b) The maps should be a working tool. (It is easier to find mistakes in 

cartographic information than in tables. This fact wou ld make it pos

sible to improve the cartographic information continuously.) 

Owing to the small scale used, and the lack of time and resources, the 

second point is somewhat reduced in importance and the maps must be seen 

mainly as informative. They have the disadva ntag e that they often contain 
outdated information. National maps are not often updated. 

Maps of different types can of course facilitate the understanding of 

forest conditions in a country. It is a fact, however, that what we ba

sica ll y need is figures. Information on maps can be transformed into 
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figures, but in this case maps must be very detailed to be of any use. 

Few readers have time to study in detail the country notes for a large 

number of countries. Summary-tables are therefore necessary . These tab

les have many of the limitations discussed for the WFI and give of course 
less information than can be given in the country notes. 

In summary I think we can conclude that the New Approach gives a more 

complete reference book than the previous WFls. The information can also 
better be kept up to date . The New Approach (and the resulting reports) 
can no doubt be improved . 

4.6 Other recent studies 

FAD has recently undertaken a pilot project on tropical forest cover moni
toring (Baltaxe & Lanly, 1976) . The pilot project has just been completed 

in Benin, Togo and Cameroon. The maps and reports being printed (1979). 

Most of the work done was on small-scale vegetation mapping and on ana
lysis of changes of the vegetation cover in selected critical areas. UNEP 
will decide if there will be a follow up. 

FAD has also started a world-wide assessment of tropical forest resources. 
The work will be finalized by May 1980. It will consist basically of a 
desk study with the compilation of existing information on forest resour

ces at national and sub-national levels in all tropical countries. Spe
cial emphasis will be put on studying the present trends in deforesta
tion and afforestation . 

4.7 What information is available at present? 

The bibliography gives the most recent publications with forest resour

ce information . Europe (FAD/ECE, 1976), Africa (Persson, 1975 och 1977), 
Asia and Far East Region (FAD, 1976a),and Latin America (Persson, 1974 
and FAD/RLAT, 1976) are covered by relatively detailed reg ional reports . 
For North America and USSR national studies can be found . 

A complete world picture is given in Persson, 1974. FAD, 1978 b, gives 
information about the closed forest resources in different regions. It 

is evidently a summary of th E regional reports mentioned above. 
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The forest areas in the tropics are discussed in a recent FAD report 

(Lanly & Clement, 1979). The information to this study has been collec
ted from different country reports to FAD meetings, country reports in 
proceedings of technical meetings, annual reports, project reports, pub

li·shed articles and from questionnaires . The material was collected in a 
very short period of time. Results are given for regions. 

In a recent paper (FAD/ECE, 1979) FAD has completed the Lanly & Clement 
paper with information for other regions. This complementary information 

is based on the regional reports mentioned earlier. 

It is evident that FAD sometimes hesitate to give country figures. This 
is due to the fact that FAD as an international organization cannot make 

adjustments to the figures reported by the countries. 

In Appendix I I have given my latest review of knowledge of the world-s 

forest resources. Tables A and B give a summary of present knowledge. 

This review is a summary of a forthcoming paper, which discusses the 
limitations of present knowledge. 
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5 WHAT IS THE KNOWLEDGE GAP? 

5.1 General 

In chapter 4 a description has been given of work done to improve the 

knowledge of the world-s forests. The limitations of these approaches 

have been discussed. 

In this chapter the major shortcomings of the present informati on will 
be discussed in greater detail. What do we know? vJhat do we not know? 

The point at issue here concerns totals for the world or for regions. 
There are, of course, always some countries which have more detailed 
knowledge of their forests. 

In Appendix I the accuracy and shortcomings are analysed from another 
point of view. It has been felt natural not to include the result from 

this new study in the original manuscript. The results are also prelimi

nary and will probably be adjusted before the final publishing of the 

complete report. 

5.2 The present knowledge and its limitations 

5.2.1 Land use 

The most complete statistics about present land use in the world may be 

found in FAD Production Yearbook. For each country information is given 
about: Total area, land area, arable land, land under permanent crops, 

permanent meadows and pastures, forest and woodlands, and other land. 

These statist ics are of rather poor quality and give an incomplete pic

ture of land use. 

The classes used in the Production Yearbook are too few compared with 
what is needed. "Other land" is e g composed of many different types 

of 1 and (e g urban 1 and, desert, swamps). Pa rts of "Other 1 and" can 
have a potent ial for use as agricultural land or forest land. 
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There is also a need for a quality classification with in each category . 

Natura l pastures of semi-desert type and intensively managed and pro 

ductive pastures are included in the same category in the sta ti stics . 
There is also a need to know how intensively different categor ies are 
util i zed . Intensively managed agricultural land and land under shift ing 

cultivation are included in the same category. Savanna areas which are 
occasionall y pastured by grazing an imal s can be classified as pastures. 

The boundary between different categories is unclear, too. There are 
many intermediate categories. Open woodlands can sometimes be class i 
fied as pastures and sometimes as forest and other wooded areas. Bush 

fallow in shifting cultivation can be classified as forest or agricul
tural land, depending on what the future uti li zatio n is expected to be. 

Our knowledge of how land is utilized by man is evident ly very limited. 

Knowledge about potential land use is still more limited. How much of 
the world's land area can e g be utilized for agriculture? Is the world's 

agricultural potential decreasing owing to so il destruct ion? How large 
are the areas that are mi sused today? 

In many countries, however, the state of knowledge is better than might 
be thought from the Production Yearbook. Information at the national 

level cannot be utilized fully when it is collected by means of a ques

tionnaire (see chapter 4.3.4) . Improvement of the present knowledge of 
the world's land utilization can probably best be achieved in the same 
way as described for Forest Resources of Africa (4.4.3). There seems to 

be little point in the international organizations trying to collect more 
detailed statistics by means of questionnaires. This may cause more confu

sion than it gives information. Most of the improvements must be made at 
the national level . 

5.2.2 Forest and other wooded areas 

Forest and other wooded areas in principle include the areas that are 

of interest for forestry ana which are not primarily used for someth ing 
else. In chapter 5.2 .1, it has already been exp l ained that our knowledge 
is limited about the areas which in one way or another are or could be. 

of forestry interest. The figures shown for forest land in the FAO Pro -
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duction Yearbook are often misleading, as the main interest normally 
lies in agricultural land . Forest land is sometimes something of a 

residual category. Appendi x I (table A and B) is an attempt to give 

our existing knowledge about different types of forest and wooded areas. 

The areas of forest and other wooded areas must normally be described 
with additional details. The description should be more accurate and de
tailed, the more valuable the forest types are. It may sometimes be ne

cessary to include certain non-wooded areas (which have not been clas
sified as forest and other wooded areas). As an example may be mentioned 
open but potentially interesting areas (e g for plantations). 

As has been explained (chapter 3.2.2), it is very diff icult to define 

clearly different types of wooded area (at least for large regions). In 
temperate regions, land use is often stable and it is possib le to define 
the boundary between forest and non-forest. Forest is simpl y forest. Even 
in temperate regions it may sometimes be difficult to decide the boundary 

between e g forest and tree-covered peatbogs, and between forest and al
pine regions. In USSR and Canada it is probably uncertain what areas 

should be classified as forest and what areas as tundra. Large areas of 
poorly productive "forest" are eVidently included in forest areas (Sut
ton, 1975, Manning & Grinell, 1971). In the dry areas of USA, poorly 

productive wooded areas are also included in forest . (A non , 1974.) 

Our knowledge about the forest areas of the tropics is normally much more 
limited than our knowledge about the forests in the temperate zone. We 
cannot give anything other than crude figures for the area of closed fo

rest, and still cruder figures for the area of open woodland. Some of 
the country-figures often quoted are about 50 years old. For some coun
tries many different estimates have been prepared. They may differ from 

each other by millions of hectares. 

Even were there are exact figure s for the wooded areas that correspond 
to FADs definition of closed forest, this would still give a very in

complete picture of the forest cond itions . A far more detailed descrip
tion is needed . This first class ifi cation shows only the land areas that 
should be d~scribed in more detail. Information concerning other impor

tant classifications will be discussed below. 
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5.2.2.1 Vegetation types 

In Persson (1974) table 14 gives a rough picture of the area of diffe

rent vegetation types in the wor ld . This table i s in the main based on 
Weck & Wiebecke (1961). New figures have later been published for Africa 
(Persson, 1977), Asia (FAD, 1976 a) and Latin America (FAO/RLAT, 1976). 

Sommer (1976) has given related figures for the whole trop i cal rain forest 
lone . 

An undisputable classification of the wooded areas of the world into ve
getation types is lacking. (The recent UNESCO system may be dominating 
in the future.) The figures shown for the area of conifers, tropical 
rain forest, mangrove, etc are very uncertain . There are many interme

diate categories which are difficult to describe (e g mixed coniferous -
- broad1eaved). Knowledge which above all is missing, is the distribu
tion by different secondary stages. 

It should be said here that maps (e g World Forestry Atlas) give a sum

mary of most existing knowledge about the distribution of vegetation 

types in different regions . The classification system utilized vary, 
however, from map to map. Most of them show the potential vegetation too. 

5.2.2.2 Age classes (maturity classes, stand classes, cutting classes) 

In temperate countries there is often a classificat i on of this type - at 

least when inventories have been made. No regional figures exist, however. 
FAO/ECE, 1976 gives e g only figures for a few sub-regions. 

In the trop i cs such information is missing in most countries. It is no 
doubt also very difficult to find a meaningful .(and possible) classifi
cation for use at the regional level in the tropics. 

5. 2. 2.3 Density 

Regardless of whether area-density, crown-cover or some form of volume 
den sity is considered, it is possible to produce knowledge for the re
gional level. 
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5.2.2.4 Human influence 

In various reports, attempts have been made to describe forest in use, 
exploited and unexploited forests, managed and unmanaged forests, etc. 

The information given has many defects and can only give a rough indi
cation of the si ze of different categories. 

In reality we do not know how much forest is in use, exploited or unex
ploited. We do not know how much forest is managed in one way or another. 

We do not even know how certain vegetation types (e g trop ical rain forest) 
should be managed. Nor do we know how large the forest areas are that for 
one reason or another must be classified as degraded, nor how large the 
areas are affected by shifting cultivation . 

5.2.2.5 Accessibility 

In a very few countries has an accessibility classification been made. 

The information must therefore be rather limited for considerable areas. 

An attempt to make a crude accessibi lity class ifi cat ion is reported in 

Persson (1977). The areas that can be incorporated into timber produc

tion without the need for major infrastructural work were defined as 
"accessible". 

FAD 1976 a and FAO/RLAT 1976 give some figures showing the operable 

forest area. "Operable forest" in the sense of these two reports has a 
somewhat different meaning, but should include areas that can be made 
accessible and included in timber production. 

It is apparent that these guesses give a very incomplete picture of 
accessibility. We do not know how large are the areas that are econo

mically accessible at present, or how large are the areas that can 
easily be brought into production. This statement is va li d not only 
for the tropics but also for many countries in the temperate zone . In 

reality it is not clear what would be a useful classification system 
for use at the regional level. 
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5.2.2.6 Forest reserves 

Information concerning the wooded areas declared as forest reserves in 

Africa i s given in many regional reports. 

It may be difficult to discuss what type of forest and other wooded areas 
are included in forest reserves. Sometimes all of the or iginal forest has 

disappeared; large non-wooded areas are therefore included in forest re
serves. Forest areas designated as forest reserves are often not protec

ted to any extent against forest destruct ion. 

Owing to the difficulties mentioned above, the information must have limi
tations . It can, however, be much improved. 

5.2.2.7 Protection reserves 

An attempt to give information about the forest areas covered by such 

reserves was made in Persson (1977). It is often difficult to discover 
in which type of wooded areas the protection reserves are situated. The 

information about the areas covered by protection reserves is very in 
complete. What is still worse is that we do not know whether the areas 
classified as protection reserves are really protected. 

5.2.2.8 Ownership 

Information about ownership conditions on forest land is given in WFI 

1963. These figures are very incomplete and give furthermore (at least 

in theory) information for all kinds of forest and other wooded areas 
combined. Very often information is given only for certain parts of the 
wooded areas, e g for the forest reserves. 

In Persson (1977) an attempt was made to give information for natural 
closed forest, open woodland and man-made forests separately. Such in
formation is missing for other regions. 

In Europe and other temperate regions the ownership conditions have not 
changed much since the WFI 1963. We therefore have a rather complete pic

ture for these regions. In the tropics much of the closed forests is offi-
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cially public. In reality it i s not always state forest in the European 
sense, but some kind of community forest. Private ownership of land may 

not exist at all. The ownership conditions must occasionally be consi
dered to be undecided. Thinly populated forest areas have sometimes been 

declared to be state forests in relatively recent times. A local commu
nity may claim ownership . 

The present information about ownership cond itions in the world-s forests 

is crude and rather incomplete. Ownership conditions in open woodlands 
and man -made forest especially are not clear. It would, however, be pos

sible to obtain most of the information needed. 

5.2.2.9 Tenure 

In Persson (1977) information is given about the areas in Africa covered 

by concessions. Similar information is given in other regional reports 
too. This information is, however, not complete and it rapidly becomes 

out of date. Information concerning the extent to which the state, the 
communities, the forest industries, etc utilize their forests is incom
plete. 

5.2.2.10 Man-made forests 

Information about the area of man-made forest in different regions of 

the world was given in Persson (1974). In Appendix I (table A) these 
figures have been adjusted with the help of new information. Lanly & 
Clement (1979) give recent figures for tropical regions. 

There is some information of how large the areas are that have been 

planted in different countries, and some information about the species 

planted. However, figures giv ing the area of man-made forests are often 
overestimates. The planted area may have been calculated from the num

ber of plants that should have been planted. The figures given are in 
most cases some years old, and can have been adjusted upwards. Plans 

for establishing plantations are often very optimistic. 

Knowledge of the age-distribution of man-made forest is very limited. 
It is not known how the plantations have succeeded, what the possible 
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production is, nor what is the most suitable use of the plantations (e g 
to produce fuelwood, or for protection). It is not known how much of the 

wood can be utilized as rawmaterial for the forest industries. This de

pends e g partly on the size and location of the plantation blocks esta

blished. 

It must also be pointed out that there can be difficulty in defining what 

is a man-made forest and what is not. How bad maya man-made forest be, 
before it must be called non-forest? Enrichment planting of commercial 
spec ies in the tropics: Is this to be regarded as man-made forest? As is 
so often the case, one single figure can give only part of the truth. The 

only way to give the true picture is to give all necessary details (e g 
crown-dens ity, type of plantation). 

It is fairly certain that knowledge about existing plantations in the 
world could be cons iderably improved if the information that actually 

exists at the national level could be obtained. It is necessary also 

that a continuous effort be made to collect new information. Informa
tion about plantations quickly becomes out of date. 

5.2.3 Volume information 

Rough guesses about the standing volume in different regions were given 

in WFI 1963. Persson (1974) also contains some rough calculations of the 
sta nding volume. In WFI 1963, and to some extent in Persson (1974), infor
mation about standing volume is given for some countries only. The figu

res given are rarely comparable. For each region, mean values for stand

ing volume have been calculated, based on the national country data avai 
lable . These mean values have thereafter been used to give an impression 
of the total standing volume in each region . 

In Persson (1977) the area of different vegetation types (forest types) 
was estimated as accurately as possible for each country. The mean value 
for standing volume in every vegetation type was thereafter assessed from 

inventory results and other information. The total volume of wood was thus 
calculated. The intention was to show the volume of wood that could at 
least be used as fuelwood. 
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The informat i on given on standing volume in FAD 1976a and FAD/RLAT 1976 

was calculated in rough ly the same way. The figures per ha for standing 

timber used in these studies seem to be lower than tho se used for Africa 

in Persson (1977). To some extent this may be because these studies were 

mainly i ntended to give information about the timber volume. 

The information about standing volume given in these sources is of course 

very unreliable . The knowledge of standing volume in the forest must lo

gi cally be l ess accurate than the information on area. The vo lume con
cepts which it is best to use vary from country to country. To be able 

to give detailed, meaningful and comparable information in a Regional 

Forest Resource Appraisal, it is necessary to co ll ect very detailed 

statistics for each country . Such information rarely exists . 

It is not known how much timber or pulpwood there is in the forests. 

This is, of course, partly a question of definition. Neither i s there 

information about any other quality grading . There is not even crude 

information about the species distribution in different regions (al

though there may possibly be crude information about the volume of 

coniferous and broadleavded species). The diameter distribution is un

known. We lack information for different types of forest or for forest 

areas with different accessibility . The figures given for commercial 

volume in some reports are very crude guesses, and, what is more, the 

term can hardly be defined precisely. 

Information is most inadequate for the broadleaved tropical fore sts. We 

al so need to know the volume in open wood l ands and in agricultural land . 

This information is completely non-existent (or at least very unreliab l e). 

5.2.4 Increment 

Reliable knowledge about increment in the forests can be found in very 

few countries . WFI 1963 , Pers son 1974 and FAD/EeE 1976 give information 

for Europe, and some information is given for other countries in the 

temperate zone. In FAD 1976 a crude increment figures for th e countries 

in the Asia-Pacific region are given . Even WFI 1963 gave some incre 

ment figures for the countries in the tropical zone. 
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In reality, we hardly know how we sha ll measure and describe the incre

ment in tropical forests. We do not know how we sha ll be able to utilize 
the increment that occu r s. The gross increment can probably give some 

indicat i on about the potential wood product i on. In some reports guesses 
as to i ts si ze ca n be found. 

Some authors (e g Paterson 1956) have ut il ized climatic data in different 

attempts to calculate how much wood the forests of the world can produce. 
Other authors (e g Bazi l evich et al, 1971) have tr i ed to estimate the pro
duction of biomass of the wor ld. They have often based their studies on 
the production in different vegetation types (often the potential area 

has been used). Such theoretic ca l culations give very different resu lts. 
It is safe to conclude that we have at best a very vague i dea about the 
incremen t condition in the world -s forests. 

5.2 .5 Past trends 

We have some information of how the consumption and production of di ffe
rent wood products have changed with time. Such figures can be calcula

ted from different volumes of the Yearbook of Forest Products . For the 
developing countries knowledge is very limited - especial ly in the case 
of fuel wood consumption. 

We have little idea of how land use has changed, how the standing volume 
in different for est types has changed, how the increment has changed and 
so on . 

The only information of this type ava il able is that showing how the clo
sed fore st area has changed dur i ng recent years . A relatively detai led 

discussion for Afr i ca is given in Persson (1977). Short di scuss i ons of 
how the forest areas have changed in different parts of the world are 
found in Persson (1978 a). 

The regional figures summar i zed in the last-mentioned report are unre

liable . One may ask what has changed (closed forest?). Sometimes crude 

guesses made at intervals have been compared. In such a case the diffe
rence ca n be caused by poor guesses. 
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We know, however, that the forest resources have decreased in most de

veloping countries and increased in certain developed countries. But we 
cannot say how fast this change is taking place. Nor do we know how the 

standing volume or the crown-density is changing in different forest types. 

We have some idea of how the area of man-made forests has increased du
ring recent years. Some figures are given in Persson (1974 & 1978 a) for 
example . Some more recent information is found in the regional reports . 

5.2 . 6 Future trends 

How the forest area, standing volume and so on will change in different 
countries during for example the coming 25 years depends on a number of 

factors. In developed countries there is often a strong Forest Service 
that can plan and carry through important changes . Political changes can, 

however, make today-s assessments and plans wrong . 

In many countries one can often assume that the negative trends of today, 
ega decrease in forest area, will continue in the years to come. Past 
trends can, however, not by far always be projected forward. Nor do we 

know exactly hOI'i development has been in past years. 

Persson (1977), FAO/ECE (1976) and FAD (1976 a) contain guesses as to how 
the natural forests will change in some regions up to the year 2000, Lan

ly & Clement (1979) have recently published estimates of how large forest 
areas will be in the year 2000. This is a very ambitious study. To arrive 

at the total estimates (or guesstimates) have been prepared for each single 
country . As we do not know what is happening at present it is of course 
difficult to make forecasts up to the year 2000. 

Lanly & Clement (1979) also discuss how the area of man-made forests can 
change . In many countries plans exist for the immediate future. These 
plans are often over-optimistic and may quickly be changed. 

5,2.7 Felling forecasts 

Felling forecasts of one type or another exist in most developed coun

tries. FAO/ECE (1976) has e g utilized figures for the European countries. 
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Some scattered national figures are al so given in the other regional re

ports. The plans depend on man and can cha nge quickly for a number of 

reasons. 

In many countries in the tropics no felling forecasts whatsoever exist. In 
regional studies it is therefore often assumed t hat production will in
crease by a certain percentage every year. This is a very crude method, 

and it normally assumes a very liberal economy. 

We may assume that the accessible forests of the world will be utilized 
intensively in coming decades. The wood will be needed. What this will 
meari in the developing countries we cannot, however, say. Under no cir
cumstances can we te l l how much exploitation is planned (or likely) for 

different species, qualities, etc. 

5.2.8 Potential cut 

Over the years, a number of rough calculations of how much the world-s 

forests can produce have been made (see e g 5.2.4). A prerequis ite for 
such calculations is that the type of management is known or at leas t 

assumed. Many studies assume that existing forests are in good shape 
and that the potential can be easily reached. According to my opinion 
such theoretic studies are of rather limited value. There are no reli
able estimates of how much the world-s forests can produce in the year 

2000 (nor how much they can produce today). A requirement for this is 
for example that changes in forest area are taken into consideration. 
The est imates sometimes made for the year 2000 show what one believes 

will be produced but not what could be produced. As mentioned many stu
dies give theoretic ma xi mum production. 

Calculations of how much wood cou ld be produced are missing for many de
veloped countries, too. The possible production in for example Europe, 
according to some sources, is considerably larger than is often main

tained (see e g Nilsson, 1975). Calculations showing how muc h could be 
produced under different assumptions of intensified management are also 
usually absent. 
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In the case of tropical countries we really do not know how the existing 

potential should be utilized. We do not know how much wood of different 

sorts can be produced in the long term, and, even were this is known, it 
would be impossible to say what this potential (if extracted) could be 

used for . 

5.2 .9 Possible or suitable utilization of wooded areas 

The discussions undertaken so far indicate that we do not know how large 
the forest areas are that are needed for protection; how large the forest 
areas are that can give timber; or how large the wooded areas are that can 

give fuelwood. In any case, we do not know how much the var ious types can 

produce. We do not know how large the forest areas are that can give pulp
wood. We do not even know to what extent tropical rain forest can give 
pulpwood. 

5.3 Conclusions 

It must be evident from this summary that our present knowledge about the 
world-s forest resources is miserably poor. Readers still not convinced 

are recommended to study Appendix I , which tries to explain the same 
thing in another way. 

According to Appendix I the "presen t knowledge" about the world-s forest s 

may be described as in table 3. 
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Table 3. Examples of "present knowledge" about the world-s forest 

(1977) 

Type of information Unit of mea- Possible Possib l e 
surement min imum maximum 

va 1 ue value 

World population l ) Mi 11 ions 3 850 4 350 

Closed fores til and area % 16 21 

Closed forest area/caput Ha/caput 0.5 0.7 

Standing gross volume2)/ caput m3/caput 53 117 

Felling/ gross increment % 30 246 

Felling/standing gross volume % 0.6 3 

Closed forest/caput 

the year 20003) Ha/ caput 0.3 0.5 

1) According to Grove (1970) the accuracy of the population figures 
in Africa is in the order of ~ 15 per cent. I doubt the estimates 

are much better in Asia and Latin America (makes ~ 450 million). 
Bertelman et al (1977) writes: "In reality we do not even know 
to nearest 100 million, perhaps 500 million how many peop le live 
today". As an average value I have here chosen + 250 million. 

2) In "all land". 

3) According to UN 1977 medium variant + 300 million (5950-6550 
million). 

Forest resource information is often utilized in studies which raise 
questions of the following type: 

Can the world-s forest meet the need forlo ng-fibred pulp in the 
year 2000? 

Can the world-s forest meet the need for coniferous timber in the 
year 2000? 
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Can the world-s forest meet the need for broadleaved timber in the 
year 2000? 

Will mahogany and other well-known tropical timber species .disappear 
completely? 

- How large fuelwood plantations are needed? 
- How large protection plantations are needed? 
- How much of the natural forest is needed for protection? 

What is the present land use? 
What is the potential land use (land-capability)? 

- How should the tropical forests ·be utilized? 
- How are the forest areas changing? 
- How is land use changing? 

We can never expect to be able to give an exact answer to all these 
questions, since they sometimes require knowledge about the future. 

If we had better knowledge of the measureable factors, our judgement 

of the future would not be pure guesswork. Present studies are often 

academic exercises which can give the answers we want them to give or, 
rather, which give the answers we expect them to give. 

If one takes the limitations of the present knowledge seriously the uti
lization of existing data becomes close to impossible. Both optimists 
and pessimists will find the world much more difficult to live in. In 

all studies one may have to work with a number of alternatives. One al
ternative could be based on the data one believes is most likely (this 

may sometimes be impossib le) . Another alternative could be to analyse 
the result if one utilizes certain combinations of max and min figures 

(e g in the case of felling and standing gross volume). As we know so 
little different combinations of data must be tested. Timber Trend Stu
dies, environmental studies with a world coverage, etc must accept the 

present state of affairs . Much work must be directed towards improve
ment of the statistics . 
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6 SUGGESTIONS FOR CONTINUED WORK IN THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL 
FOREST RESOURCE APPRAISALS 

6.1 General 

Relatively detailed and recent forest resource appraisals are now avai

lable for all regions of the world. It is necessary to discuss how this 
work should continue. If no action is taken for a continuous revision and 
improvement of the information in the reports, our "knowledge" will quick

ly become obsolete. 

The discussion so far indicates that improved information about forest 
resources is needed mainly at the national l evel. Few, if any, investi
gations at the national l eve l can be made to meet any demand at the in

ternational level. International organizations shou ld guide and support 
the work of improving the forest resource statistics at the national le
vel. They should also try to standardize definitions, etc so that the 

information can be compared from country to country. Improvement of in
ternational statistics depends on improvement of the national statistics. 

At the national level much could be gained by organlzlng existing know
ledge (e g in National Forest Resource Data Banks). These "Banks" should 

try continuously to co llect the best possible information about the fo
rest resources in their own countries. They should also try to initiate 
action to improve the exist ing data base. 

Certain steps can also be taken independently to improve i nternational 

statistics. A World Forest Resource Data Bank should be established. 
This "Bank" should try continuousl y to collect the best possible in
formation about the world -s forests that is available. How can such 
a Data Bank be organized to make best use of the information available 

at the national level? This chapter wi ll consider some aspects of a 
World Forest Resource Data Bank. 
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6.2 World Forest Resource Data Bank 

6.2.1 Genera 1 

The World Forest Resource Data Bank will be dealt with from these ~spec ts: 

a) Collecting and updating of the information. 
b) Storing of collected information e g as pre-prepared tables and maps 

c) Publishing of results 

It is natural that any "World Forest Resource Data Bank" will be situated 

within FAD. FAD is the only international organization which has direct 
contact with the Forest Service in all countries. FAD is also the main 
user of the statistics. It is normally best that the main user of the 
statistics collects them. All the knowledge and experience that is 

gained while collecting the data can then be utilized in many of the 

analyses. Since FAD ha s co ll ected world forest resource statistics for 

so long it would be unrealistic to propose that a new organization, e g 
the World Bank or UNEP, should take the main responsibil ity. To propose 

any new independent organization i s also most unlikely to get support. 
Academic research can only to a limited extent improve knowledge of 
the world-s forest. It is realistic to assume that FAD will continue to 

have responsibility for world forest inventories. (The discussion here 

is raised because some "experts" argue that FAD has failed to improve 
the world forest resource statistics and will most probably fail to im
prove it in the future.) Certain related statistics can be co llected 

by organizations like UNEP (which may then be the main user). 

International organizations ( like FAD and UNEP) have limitations. They can 
for example not always make critical analysis of forest resource statis
tics in different countries. For this reason there is a need for resear
chers or institutes that can work independently. Their most important 

task would be to analyse limitations in the international statist i cs. 

The information needed has been described in chapter 3. It i s basically 
the need for figures that is described. As questionna i res will rarely be 
used the figures will not be collected directly. Instead inventory reports, 
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annual reports, project reports, country reports, published articles, 
maps etc will be used. Information will also be collected from inter

views and correspondance. The information sought for must be extracted 
from such sources . As will be described later the information will be 
stored and published in the form of country notes, maps and tables. 

'5 .2.2 Collection and updating of the information 

It i s my definite opinion that we must try to have continuity in the 
work of coll ecting information about the world-s forest resources . In 
the first phase, this means that we shall have to try to fill the major 

gaps and deficiencies which will remain in the latest published versions 
of Regional Forest Resource Appraisals. The information in these apprai
sals are in the form of summary-tables, country notes and, to some ex

tent, maps . 

The basic task of the Bank is to build up a system where the best pos

s ible information about the world- s forests can always be found. 

The continuous updating of the Bank will mean reviewing all incoming 
material which can be of interest e g project reports, travel reports, 
mis s ion reports, magazines . Information of interest found in some of 

these sources is f ed into the Data Bank. When all other FAD officers at 
the Headquarter or in the field know about this work they will, it is 

hoped, transmit all information of interest to the Data Bank. The Data 
Bank must also contact practically all FAD project officers passing 
through FAD Headquarters and ask them for comments about the country 

notes, working maps, etc for the country they know. The success of a 
Data Bank of the type described here depends very much on an efficient 
feedback of information from all fore s t officers concerned and the in
put of this information to the bank. The more travels that can be under

taken by the staff of the bank the better it will be . 

Some of the basic types of changes and new additions needed are listed 
below : 

a ) Basic information lacking in a country note may often be available 
in the country in question . The Data Ban k must then obtain this in
formation . 
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b) Figures and information given in the country notes are probably 

often out of date . The Data Bank must obtain the latest available 
information or prepare guesstimates for completely outdated infor

mation. 

c) Wrong information given in the country notes must be identified and 

removed. 

d) The results from new inventories must be included continuously . 

e) Information about man-made f orests must be updated continuously. 

f) For each figure of basic importance (e g closed forest area, growing 

stock) intervals showing the accuracy must be prepared (see Appendi x I ). 
This means that the accuracy of the figures must be revised cont inuous
ly. For each item it may prove necessary to prepare the best "quali

fied guesstimate". 

g) When information i s completely la ck ing the best possible guesstimate 
must be produced and included i n the Bank . In such a case the inter
val will be very wide. The objective must be to get hold of country 
figures for practically all the items discussed in chapter 3. 

After a two to three-year-period, the information in the Data Bank (pro

bably in the form of summary-tables, country notes and maps) might be 
updated rather completel y and sent to the Forest Services, FAD Projects, 
Bilaterial projects, etc for comments and additions. Specific questions 

concerning gaps and obscure information can also be raised. After this, 
the Data Bank would contain a relatively accurate picture of knowledge 
about the world-s forest resources. The necessary parts of this material 

could then be published. 

The work would thereafter continue in the same way, it is hoped with an 

increasing feed back of info rmation from the national Forest Services. 

From this Data Bank it will then always be possible to pick out the 
latest available picture about the forest resources in a country, re
gion or the whole world . 
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The basic difficu l ty at present is to arrange the initial capital in 
the Bank in such a way that it can easi ly be improved, updated and made 

accessible. This wi ll most probably mean computerization of at least 
part of the in formation in the Data Bank. 

One may ask here if FAO as an international organization should criti
ca ll y analyse the accuracy of the statist i cs. One may also ask if the 

countries themse lves will accept reports that their forest resource 
information has ser ious limitations. This approach may cause difficul
ties in the case of feed back from the Forest Service. A cr i t i ca l ana
lysis of the accuracy is, however, necessary. It would al so be of great 
value i f the countries accepted this way of working. This wou ld mea n that 

they accepted their deficiencies and, wi th that knowledge as a base, 
cou l d start to improve their resource sta tistics. 

The discussion so far in this chapter has very much concentrated on the 

poss ibilities of building up a World Forest Resource Data Bank. As de

scribed it i s very much a desk-study. If resources were avai labl e the 
work could be intensified considerably. 

In Europe the FAO/ECE Timber division has had a number of work i ng par
t i es meet ing for many years. One of these work ing parties have been 

devoted to forest statist i cs (including the Wor l d Forest Inventory). 

Such working part i es concerning forest resource sta ti stics shou ld per
haps be started in all regions. These work ing part ies could e g be 
undertaken in connect i on with the Reg iona l Fores try Commissions which 

meet every second year. The cost of this work would t hen be limited. 
The main objectives of these working part i es would be to discuss means 

of acquiring the resource information at a regional and national leve l . 
Th e delegates to the meeting cou ld report achievements (nationa l re
ports) and discuss the problems t hey encou nter i n their work. The de

legates should also help FAO to develop methods for use in its work 
wi th resource appraisals. 

These regional working part i es should be the contact point between the 
member countries and the World Forest Resource Data Bank. This could 
give countries concerned the opportun i ty of i nfluencing t he work of 
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the Data Bank. The basic task of the working party would, however, be 

to improve knowledge at national level . 

Still more important would be to start an international program for the 
establishment of National Forest Resource Data Banks. In many countries 
the first step would mean organization of existing knowledge . Better 
forest resource statistics are needed in most countries. That would 

mean an important improvement of international statistics, but more im
portant is the fact that better knowledge of a nation-s forest resource 

is a prerequisite for a properly planned development of the forestry 
sector. If some countries wo uld not wish to know their own forest re
sources it would be to their own disadvantage. 

This report mainly discusses conditions in the tropical regions. One 
basic reason for this is that the forests in temperate regions are 
normally better known than their counterparts in tropical regions . A 
questionnaire approach could therefore theoretically give relatively 

good results . To reach something more than "not far from acceptable" 

results, other methods than a questionnaire must, however, be consi
dered . 

The information available about the forest resources in Europe i s ac
tually rather unreliable and incomplete. To improve the knowledge it 

is necessary to undertake a new Forest Resource Appraisal for Europe. 
In this work, a detailed study should be made of all available inven

tory reports for each separate country. After detailed study of the 
inventory reports , complementary questions concern ing obscurities and 
incompleteness in the information should be sent to the countries . 

As a final step, visits should be undertaken to all countries. These 

visits should not only be made to gather as much information as pos
sible, but also to check the validity of the data in each country. In 
the temperate regions new crude estimates and maps cannot add much to 

our knowledge. Many studies of this type have already been made. It is 

more important to identify errors in the information presented in these 

countries. Finally, efforts must be made to make the collected informa
tion comparable between countries. 
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6.2.3 Storing of collected information 

In theory the collection of data for the Data Bank maynotbe very dif
ficult. It should in the first place imply the collection of national 
reports, maps, etc about forest resources. These sources are, however, 
often difficult to identify. It is still more difficult to acquire all 

the unpublished knowledge. 

The incoming material can be kept in national files. After a while 
these files will become very difficult to use. In the long run it 
does not help to have separate national files e g for man-made fo
rests, natural forests, inventories, management, forest policy. Nor 

will it be possible to have continuous revision of the country notes. 

The basic problem is to extract continuously the information of first
hand interest from the incoming material, and to keep it easily acces
sible. How this can be done practically will briefly be discussed here . 

In World Forest Resources (Persson, 1974) and Forest Resources of 
Africa (Persson, 1975 & 1977) the figures in the summary-tables have 

been extracted from different kinds of sources. In these tables infor
mation about a subject was given when information was available. Where 
no information is available about an important subject (e g increment), 
no information can be given. Sometimes crude guesstimates can be of some 

value. The Forest Resource Data Bank must try to prepare basic tables 
for all important subjects. 

As a start, outlines of tables aiming at giving the information dis

cussed in chapter 3 must be prepared. The personnel of the Data Bank 
must continuously try to add information to these tables. 

It is evident that this work, especially at the beginning, will mean 

the cont in uous rearrangement, complementing, etc of the draft pre-pre
pared tables. 
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It is not only that new findings and ideas will cause continuous im
provements; it must also be accepted in the starting phase that no 

information is available at present concerning several important items. 

In the case of accessibility, where no information will be available 
for a long time, it might be decided to collect information on related 
subjects, such as length of roads, too. 

At the start it wi ll often be difficu l t to find information which ex

actly follows the definition for a certa in term. Very often an index 
number will have to be given instead of a figure in the tables. These 
index numbers will then have to relate to a file in which re lated in
formation is described. 

The objective of this work must be to try to give as complete a set of 

tables as possible, as quickly as possible. Many of the first figures 
will be very unreliable. 

It is necessary to give inte rvals (accuracy classification) for each 
figure in each single country. The basic task of the work must be to 

narrow step by step the present i ntervals. 

When the tables begin to be complete, it will be rather easy to pick 
out one part of the information on request, for a specific study or 

to be published e g in FAD Yearbook of Forest Products . It is evident 
that at least in the future, when these tables contain relatively com

plete and accurate information , the information must be computerized. 
This will make access much easier. It is, however, likely that compute
rization is needed from the very beginning and should be planned for. 

I consider the preparation and updating of the pre-prepared tables 
as the most important part of the World Forest Resource Data Bank. 

Forest resource information in the form of figures is needed for most 
forestry studies (see e g chapter 2) . At present figures can often 
give nothing but a very rough idea of the existing forest resources. 
For a number of countries, maps give much better (truer) information 
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than figures. This last point was one of the main reasons behind the 
concentration on maps in the first discussions about the New Approach. 

It would perhaps be naive to believe that a Forest Resource Data Bank 
will ever be given resources to prepare detailed forest maps. This work 
can also be done at the national level. At the present state of know
ledge the map has, however, many advantages as a source of information 

and as a working tool . 

It is most probable that a combination of summary-tables and maps will 
prove to be th e best way of presenting the material about forest re
sources in a Regional Forest Resource Appraisal, once the knowledge 
at the country level is more complete than at present. Country notes 

become very costly. Maps are also very suitable to show incomplete in
formation. From this point of view , rather crude maps are adequate in 
reports from the Data Ban k 

Furthermore, it is most likely that many figures to be included in the 

pre-prepared tables from the very beginning will have to be calculated 
from different kinds of map s . 

In addition to the rea sons mentioned above, the map is a very suitable 

tool for keeping control of unorganized material (e g scattered inven
tories). At present this is a very strong point in favour of using maps 

in a Data Bank . 

It is clear that the countries concerned cannot supply the Data Bank 
with all the figures considered to be needed. Forest maps will neither 
always be available nor be prepared at the national level. For these 

rea sons the Data Bank may initially have to try to do some active work 
in mapping. 

In the ideal case, basic working maps could be prepared for at least 

all important forest countries outside the temperate zone. Even for 
many countries in the temperate zone it might be valuable to use maps 

in the work . These working maps should contain information about roads, 
town s , and so on . Information about the present extent of the forests 
and/ or vegetation must be included as fast as pos sible (at first the 
accuracy level may be low). 
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Working maps of the type discussed can be stored in the form of sheets 

for each country (e g 1 x 1 m). 

Into the working maps prepared, information that becomes available in 
reports, etc is incorporated . As examples can be mentioned: 

a) New inventories 
b) New plantations 
c) Areas under concessions 

d) Areas exploited 
e) Changes in area of forests 

f) Changes in transport system 

Index number on the maps can e g refer to published information found 

in special files. 

The information that is included in these maps must not come from pub

lished reports. The maps should instead include, as far as possible, 
unpublished information. Information can be taken from aerial photo
graphs but can also come from forest officers with local experience, 
travellers, etc. The drafted maps can be sent at different stages to 

the Forest Services and other institutions of interest for comments, 
additions and corrections. 

It is doubtful whether resources will be adequate to prepare forest 

maps of the type discussed. The Data Bank should however try to acquire 

all national maps of interest, and to include new information (e g si
tuation of inventories, plantations) directly on these. When there is 
a specific need, a special forest map can be drafted. 

The Federal Forest Research Institute in Reinbek, Hamburg has been pre
paring the World Forestry Atlas during the past 25 years, with the ba

sic aim of showing the actual extent of the forests. An enormous amount 
of work has been put into this. For some countries in Africa, such as 
Ivory Coast and Cameroon, the maps in the World Forestry Atlas have 
been prepared from large scale topographic maps (showing also the clo 

sed forest area), which have been reduced in scale step by step. The 
World Forestry Atlas has the disadvantage that it is based ent irel y 
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on published maps. The maps are consequently no better than the sour

ces, and these may often be outdated. 

It should also be mentioned here that during recent years, a World 

Atlas of Agriculture has been prepared. Large resources seem to have 
been put into this work. This map shows the position of "forest". The 
information of forestry interest comes partly from the World Forestry 
Atlas. It should perhaps be mentioned that forestry was of minor im

portance for the preparation of this map. There is for example not 
always a clea r boundary between closed forest and open woodland. 

In this context it must also be mentioned that plans exist for uti
lizing satellite imageries for mapping vegetation in the tropics, for 

example the FAO/ UNEP project on tropical forest cover monitoring (Bal
taxe & Lanly, 1976). Researchers in the field of the global carbon 
cyc le are also investigating the possibility of utilizing satellite 
imageries for studying the vegetation types (and the standing bio

mass ) in t he tropics. Funds may be found. So there is a possibility 
that some basic mapping will be done. 

Satellite imageries will not give all the information needed. Forest 
and non-forest can, however, normally be distinguished. Different vege
tation types can al so often be identified. Maturity classes cannot be 

seen. When forest and non-forest is very mixed there is some difficulty 
in distingui shing "forest area". 

At present, most of the summarized information available to the Bank 

is in the form of country notes. For some time to come, country notes 
will in one way or another be very basic when publishing results from 
Regional Forest Resource Appraisals . If results from the pre-prepared 

tables are published the country notes must be seen as explanatory and 
complementary comments to these tables. When no reliable figures exist 
th e country notes can give some indication of the actual situation. 

In the long term, the form of the country notes should change towards 
being more an anal ys is of the production potential than a description 
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of the existing resources. The better the figures in summary-tables 
become, the more the country notes become a complement to the figures 

in the summary-tables. 

Information must come in to the Data Bank continuously. This informa
tion must be checked against the information in the country notes. New 
information, better informa t ion , corrections, etc must be kept together 

with the original country note for later rewriting. When a cons iderable 
amount of new information ha s become available, the relevant parts of 
the country note could be redrafted. 

Country notes are a complicated form for information storage. Their basic 
advantage is that they can be easily checked. Wrong information in the 

country notes is much more easily discovered than for example information 
in the summary-tables. At intervals, the information in the country notes 

should be checked with the Forest Services, Research Institutes, etc. 

The information in the pre-prepared tables can and ought to be compute
rized. In th eory maps can be computerized, too. Whether this is worth 

the work is difficult to say. Systems can be worked out which allow 
fast changes, corrections and additions of information in the compu

ter. If the information were computerized, it would be much easier to 
utilize it in a number of different ways. 

The initial activities here would be very costly. The advantages that 

can be won by computerization of e g maps may not be worth the price 
at present. The best way of starting a Data Bank is no doubt to design 
a very cheap and simple system. 

6. 2.4 Publishing of results from the Data Bank 

The basic aim of the Data Bank should be to collect and store informa
tion about forest resources in different countries in such a way that the 
information is easily accessible. There is certa inly a need to publish 
at intervals the basic information collected by the Data Bank. Reports 
of this type have here been ca ll ed Regional Forest Resource Appraisals. 
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The need for continuous updating of the resource information given has 

been exp la ined earlier. It is most likely that after a two to three-year
-period, the information originally given in the country notes (and maps) 
has been so much improved that it should be published. The information of 

interest to publ i sh could be arranged for each country in the form of 
country notes, maps and summary-tab l es. Each country can be printed as 

a separate report. This wou l d make it easier continuously to introduce 
new material, corrections, maps, etc. 

When a considerable amount of new information has been collected for a 
country, the country note should be redrafted and reprinted. 

The capacity might be to publish a simp l e list with correct ions and 
new information each year, and to renew the whole material every five 
years. In the case of some countries, this will mean the complete re
writing of the country notes perhaps twice and in the case of some 

other countries, no rewriting. 

About every fifth year, the Data Bank could publish a report containing 

summary-tables, maps and an analysis of the situation based on the coun

try notes. This quinquennial report cou ld resemble WFI 1963. The sum
mary-tables would be based on the pre-prepared tables. Many comments 
may be needed. Some of the basic figures in the pre-prepared tables 
could cont inuousl y be included in Yearbook of Forest Products. 

6.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter, measures that can be undertaken to improve knowledge 

about the world-s forests have been discussed. It is evident that an 
improvement of this knowledge is not an end in itself. The increased 

knowledge must be used for better planning of the utilization of fo
rest resources. 

The methods discussed are of a rather unsophisticated type. Conditions 

are changing so fast that what is valid today may not be valid tomorrow. 

If resources became available more sophisticated methods could no doubt 
be used. 
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As has been shown in this chapter, some measures can be taken by FAD 

alone: To collect, store and analyse the information about the forests 

in a better way. Most improvements must, however, be made at the natio

nal level. FADs basic task when trying to improve the international sta
tistics is therefore to try to initiate improvements at the national 

level . This action is not only intended to improve statistics, but also 
to improve the use of the data for planning. 

The basic work to improve knowledge about the world-s forests must be 
made at the national level. A Forest Resource Data Bank must get hold 

of existing information in the cheapest way, so that international need 
can be met. 

In international di scuss ions in this field there is often a supersti
tion that remote sensing from satellites will in the near future solve 
all our problems. It can no doubt be of value but it has limitations. 

Many studies are also done by national authori ties . But there is still 
a need for a Data Bank that collects all this new information. 

Inventories undertaken at the national level have often been concentra

ted on scattered areas considered to be of commercial importance. Often 
very limited efforts have been made to reach an over-all national pic
ture. Each country needs to know its national forest resources. 

Here must be added that inventories may be a political question. In 
Sweden for example most interested parties want to know about fore st 

resources. In many countries opinions about what is needed may be 

conflicting. There are also different opinions about the need for 
international knowledge . Interested parties want information but may 
be reluctant to share what they know. 

With these reservations in mind I think one can conclude that a Forest 
Resource Appraisal must be made as follows: 

- Collect as much information as possible from litterature surveys, 
correspondance, travels and interviews. 

- Make guesstimates for missing information and judge the acsuracy of 
all information . 
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- Make confidence interval for all figures. 

- Make the objectives and work of the Forest Resource Data Bank known 

to all interested parties . 

- Publish selected parts of the collected information. 
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7 CONCLUDING DISCUSSIONS 

7.1 Background 

It has been the main message of this report that knowledge of the forest 
resources of the world is limited. The forests can be seen as the remain

ing blank area on the world map. Another message has been that knowledge 
about forests can be improved by rather simple means. 

The most l ogic explanation of this state of affairs wou ld be that know

ledge about forest resources is comp l etely unnecessary. As must be evi
dent from my discussion so far I do not consider that this is a valid 

explanation. A number of different fields in which there is a need for 
international forest resource statistics have been discussed in this re

port. 

The collection of international forest resource statistics can be dis

cussed and explained in technical terms. It is difficult, on the other 

hand, to prove in a satisfying way the actual value of these statistics, 
the need for quality and so on. What resources should be made avai lable 
to improve knovil edge? 

It is evident (for economic and political reasons) that international 

organ izations cannot produce country statist ics based on their own sur
veys. International stat i stics must be based on national statist i cs. It 
may be difficult to prove the value of international forest resource sta

tistics. But when it comes to the need for national statistics this task 

is easy. One may e g show what would be the result if countries like 
Austria, Finland, Sweden and USA did not know their forest resources. One 
may also show what would be the result if countries like India, Indonesia 

and Zaire knew their forest resources better. I consider the value of 
forest resource statistics proved (both at a national and international 

level) . 

In spite of all this, interest in improving information about forest 
resources is surprisingly weak (this statement is valid both in the 
case of national and international statistics). Only about 40% of the 
world-s forests are covered by inventories. 
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The discussion in this chapter is very much based on my own experience 
in this field during the 10 last years. The chapter can be seen as an 
attempt to raise some provocative questions. Many of my assumptions and 
speculations can hardly be proven. Many of the questions cannot be an

swered. 

7.2 Some possible explanations to the bad qua li ty of forest resource 

information 

The lack of forest resource information in developing countries is often 
explained by the fact that they in certain aspects are "underdeveloped". 

This does not explain everything . First of all certain developed coun
tries have poor knowledge too . Secondly knowledge about the developing 
countries is not bad in all respects (oil and mineral resources are 
pretty well known). 

Certain possible explanations as to the lack of reliable statistics 

(and lack of interest) concerning forest resource information will be 
discussed here (for developed and developing countries, and for natio
nal and international statistics) . The explanations to be discussed 
are: 

- The resources with which to improve knowledge are inadequate. 

- They who have the power do not understand the need for knowledge 
of forest resources. 

The methodology utilized is wrong. 

- Low interest to collect forest resource information. 

7 . 2.1 The resources with which to improve the knowledge are inadequate 

At both national and international level this is often given as the main 
reason. If they who have the power understand and are convinced that 

knowledge is needed they can normally find the resources required. They 
must of course also have an active interest in getting hold of knowledge 

and making it known . During the last years interest in improving know
ledge about the world-s forests has been limited. Just recently, concern 
about the environment (e g decreasing forest areas) has prompted 
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some interest among protectionists. 

7.2 .2 They who have the power do not understand the need for know

ledge of forest resources 

This is no doubt a common reason why inventories (and statistica l sur

veys) are not given adequate resources. It is the duty of those who have 

the understanding of the problem to inform they who have the power. Evi

dently it is often so that forest inventories and statistical surveys 

are given a low priority even within the Forest Serv ice (who ought to 

know better). International organizations (who ought to understand the 

needs) evidently give statistical surveys a rather low priority too. 

7.2.3 The methodology utilized is wrong 

This cannot explain the lack of information but to some extent the 

low quality of certain information . Of the rather few forest invento

ries that have taken place in developing countries many have been of 

doubtful value . The inventories have often given (correct?) answers 

to the wrong questions . Often they have only been descriptive. 

One basic reason for this is that the inventory experts have given the 

same type of information as they used to do in their home-countries. 

They have failed to analyse the specific questions needing to be an

swered in the country in which they work. 

The developing countries have, however, often been hit by western snob

bery too. Many so-called experts have utilized and taught unnecessary 

sophisticated methods. Experts often want to show themselves clever by 

developing sophisticated methods. 

It is common that "qual ification" in the western academic world is to a 

great extent made through the development and utilization of as sophis

ticated a methodology as possible. Methods of value in developed coun

tries are "improved" more and more. Limited resources are put into 

efforts to develop methods which in a fast, cheap and simple way can 

give the basic knowledge needed in developing countries with a serious 

lack of data . The basic reason for this can be said to be the lack of 

problem analysis. 
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At least in earlier years many inventories were made to give informa
tion of interest for developed countries or international for est com
panies. Inventories covering only commercia l species and sizes were 

often of this type. Many inventories have also covered only selected 

areas (e g so-ca lled pre-investment surveys). The money utilized for 
these has often given li mited resu l ts. The inventories have given 
neither va lua bl e knowledge nor investmen ts (but often some training). 
Inventories must be made to meet the national needs. 

Forest resources i n developing countries are changing fast. For this rea 
son inventory data quickly become out-dated. In tropical countries espec i 

ally knowledge about forest resources must be continuously up-dated. 

If appropriate methods were used, knowledge at the national level cou ld 
no doubt be improved considerably without much rise in cost. This is 

true too for many developed countries. In Europe many inventories are 
mainly made for management plans and not for national statistics. For 
assessment of volume and increment yield tables are commonly used. Na

tional statistics are compiled by adding district results. Experience 

shows that such methods often lead to considerable underestimates. 

As has been explained in detail the methods hitherto used for wor l d 
forest resource appraisals have had limitations too. It is possible to 

improve them. 

7.2.4 Low interest to collect forest resource information 

In the first part of this report we discussed the need for know l edge 
that is known and/or that can be proven by logical discussions. From 

the point of view of the Government (e g represented by the Forest Ser 
vice) improved knowledge about forest resources, both national and in

ternational, must logically be of great value. There are, however, in
terested parties that can consider it to be in their interest t ha t the 
knowledge remains limited. This is no doubt an important point to con 

sider when one discusses the low interest in improving knowledge. 
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National level --------------

At the national level statistics can be used for control and planning. 
This can limit the work of private companies. Private companies rarely 
want control or limitations. 

If the statistics remain poor, unpleasant facts can be hidden. Private 
forest companies, high officials and so on can have interests of this 
type. Sometimes the Government do not want to be reminded about diffi

cult problems. If facts are lacking necessary actions can be pushed 
into the future. The real need for fuel wood plantations is for example 
not sufficiently known and understood in many countries. Actions under
taken are most likely inadequate. 

Sometimes decisions about investments in forest industries can be taken 

for political reasons . In this case interest in statistics must be limited. 
Improved knowledge might restrict freedom of action. 

Forestry is a long-term business . Interest in statistics is often grea
ter for short-term business . Mismanagement of forest resources does not 
show up immediately. 

By these examples I want to show that it is not self-evident that all 
interested parties want to have good knowledge about forest resources . 
They often put emphasis on different aspects. Some of them may prefer 

to have as little knowledge as possible (or at least that all except 

themselves have little knowledge). 

International level 

The governing bodies of many international organizations often have 
only limited interest in improving knowledge about the world-s forest 

resources (as well as other statistics) . 

As the developing countries often have limited knowledge about their 
own forest resources, it is logical that their interest for internatio
nal statistics is limited. Under the present circumstances the develop
ing countries think they cannot make much use of international knowledge. 

They naturally do not relish putting their poor statistics on show . 
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Different countries are dependent on the surrounding world to a vary

ing degree. The developed countries dominate the international trade 
in world forest products. The developed cou ntries (and strong forest 

companies) which know the ir need fo r knowledge benefit most from 
existing international forest resource statistics and studies based 
on these. They can utilize them in the best way. They have also the 
resources to collect information by themselves and fill in some of 
the major gaps in existing international statistics. 

When the developed countries really want good statistics they get them . 
The Governments are, however, mainly interested in conditions in the 

developed countries . Both in the case of the forest and the industry 
(production, capacity etc), information is relatively well known for 
the developed countries (at least in the right order of magnitude) . 

Certain statistics are collected by their own organizations (e g DECO). 

The limitations of the international stat istics are often well known 

<"I, l at lea st to specialists. They know that it will take a very long time 
, to improve the UN-statistics. If they really need better statistics 

they have better collect them themselves. This means that those in 
the developed countries who really need international statistics 
hardly ever try to get hold of better statistics through UN-organi

~ \ zations. ~lany forest companies, consulting firms and so on know the 
. resources at least better than the UN-organizations . 

In international organizations the developed countries show littl e 

more than a polite interest in learning more about the forestry con

ditions in developirig countries. One important exception is the inte
rest of protectionists i n learning more about environmental conditions 
(including forest destruction) in developing countries. 

We have here talked about the govern ing bodies of international organi
zations but said nothing about their staff. 

The staff of the international organizations really could decide what 

work should be done. The governing bodies are given proposals worked 
out by the staff. Proposals are rarely refused. Often, however, the 
international organizations are rather opportunistic. Interest is 

often directed towards fields where it is easy to get hold of money, 
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~ I at present for example the energy field. It is not li kely that improved 
statistics will become a popular subject in the near future. , 

It is natural that international organizations hav e their own interests 
to guard too. The world changes but peop l e are the same. International 
organizations and the people working for them find it difficult to change. 

~ ( A wrong approach once decided upon keep going for a long time. 

" 

In certain types of activities (e g mining, agriculture) large multi

national enterprises have very efficient intelligence services. It i s 
to their advantage if the UN-statistics are bad. They make money be-
cause they have better knowledge than Governments in small countries 
(Berg & Berg (1978), Hollander (1977), Lappe-, Collins & Fowler (1977)). 

If we talk about international statistics in general it is evident that 

many interested parties prefer that international statistics remain bad. 
Th e groups that would benefit from better international statistics are 
weak and the need is rarely fully understood by them. 

When it comes to international forestry statistics the general impres

sion i s lack of interest from most interested parties. The developing 
countries will hardly take any action to improve international statis
t i cs. They have rarely analysed their own need for international statis

tics . Some may even consider the collection of internat ional stat i st ics 
as an unnecessary undertaking . But forestry companies and consu lting 

firms ca n no doubt benefit from having better knowledge than others. 

7.3 Some further comments about the result of bad knowledge 

At present the situation is that knowledge is relatively acceptab le 
(or at least in the right order of magnitude) for developed countries 

and extremely bad for developing countries. Does not th i s state of 
affairs matter at all? 

There may be reason to consider Myrda1-s (1970) statement: "There i s a 
tendency for all knowledge, like all ignorance, to deviate from truth 
in an opportun i st ic direction." 
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As has been discussed even the interest for knowledge has a tendency 
to be opportuni st ic . Many interested parties fear a spread of knowlege 

and prefer that knowledge rema ins bad. In the case of forestry the ma
jority do not seem to bother. Those who consider it to be i n their in

terest to ha ve a good knowledge base do not manage to influence the 

decision makers. 

With the present knowledge as a base very different conclusions ca n be 
reached. By utilizing suitable examples nearly all theories can be pro
ven. This is for example often the case concerning environmental prob lems. 
In this case no global statistics exist - on ly examples. For the same 

reason many doomsday predictions - e g in the case of food production -
are of rather doubtful va lue. When the stat i stica l base is weak the 
opinion of the most persuas i ve speaker or the best author i s common ly 

accepted as the truth. What can happen as a result of complete mis
judgement of the world situation concerning food production? Here 

hard facts are essential. 

When common knowledge i s missing those who ha ve the best know ledge can 

manipulate the market. If knowl edge was more widespread wrong dec isions 
would become rarer. The powerful have the resources to make one or more 
misjudgements. The l ess powerful cannot afford a mistake. 

In Asia for example a consortium of Japanese tradi ng compan i es have had 
a strong infl uence on the prices of logs. Many countr i es have felt 

that the consort ium has managed to keep the pr ices very low. After 
the so -ca ll ed "paper -crisis" in 1973 a number of deve l oping countr ies 

took decis ions to establish pulp and paper mills. Whether these decisions 
wi ll prove to be of va lue for the developing countries can be questioned. 
The dec i s ions wi ll certain ly prove to be of va l ue for consulting firms 

and equipment producers in devel op ing countr i es. 

7.4 Some further comments about present stud i es 

In spite of my comp l aints about the low interest for international sta
t i stics "the wor ld is hungry for figures". It seems, however, to be a 

fact that those who use the f igures (mainly economists) are satisfied 
if they are jus t given fi gures. Any ana 1 ys is of the accuracy and use
fulness of the figures occurs in rather few reports. People inside 
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the international organizations find it difficult to criticize "their 
own statistics" (even if they happen to know that they are bad). Re

searchers outside the UN-organizations often treat the international 
statistics with great reverence. I doubt that there will be any des

perate scream for better statistics from the main users. 

It is my conclusion that the existing international statistics (not 

least the forestry statistics) do not allow any realistic and scienti
fic analysis of the different problems (e g resources versus demand). 

Many sophisticated stud ies ought to be classified as nonsense. Inter

national studies are often not much more than academic shows. It is im
portant to name nonsense by the correct name . If this situation is go
ing to continue (which I fear) it could be taken as an example of igno
rance of the developing countries and an ignoring of their very real 
need for accurate reliable information. 

Some scattered specialists in different fields understand how bad sta

tistics sometimes are. Scientists and even small consulting firms start 

to collect statistics of their own. The Forest Services must be burdened 
by requests from all kinds of people. I fear they will become more and 
more reluctant to cooperate. 

7.5 Some further comments about the need for better knowledge 

The multinational companies are now commonly said to have tremendous 
power . More knowledge is needed of how they actually function. 

In many countries (e g in UNCTAD) the developing countries try to 

establish a united front. To reach any result they must know their 

situation. The developed countries certainly know their own relatively 
well. Often they also know the situation in the developing countries 
better than these do themselves. 

Changes of the present economic order to the advantage of the develop
ing countries require knowledge. How is the world functioning? Lack of 
knowledge makes change more difficult. It is the developing countries 
which want and need change. 
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The gap between rich and poor countries is now widening . A laisser
faire system would certainly not mean much development for the coun

tries that are worst off. Through stud ies of the relation between 
developed and deve lo ping countr ies it may be possible to fi nd practi
cal ways of turning development in a direction more benefic ial to poor 
countries. The changes needed will not take pl ace thro ug h national 

planning on ly . Knowl edge about internationa l condit ions is abso l ute ly 

necessary. If the devel oping countr i es rea ll y do manage to get contro l 
of their own resources they need knowledge about the surrou ndin g wor ld . 
If this knowledge is la ck ing they can be manipulated. In sp ite of al l 
the reasons that have been given for an improved knowledge it i s li ke 
ly that it will remain bad if nothing drast i c is done. 

7.6 Final remarks 

I consider i t proven that the developing countries will benefit from 
better knowledge about international co nditions. The present la ck of 

knowledge is to the disadvantage of the developing countries . It i s the 

duty of international organizations to gi ve the developing countr i es re

liabl e analysis of the world situation. The powerful can make the ana ly
s i s by themselves. The present slackness concerning co ll ection of rel ia ble 
in ternat i ona l statistics and analys i s of the situation of the developing 
countries i s an effect of opportunism . Often the interest for the deve

l oping countries is more dut i fu l than real . Much of the work done can be 
classified as most unscientific. 

Improved statist i cs should be to the advantage of developing countries. 

It i s, however, a fact that one of the basic difficult i es when trying 
to improve international stat isti cs is that th e developing countries 
do not \~ant to give away statistics. The deve loping countr ies often 

prefer to keep their stat i stics secret. 

This i s , frankly speaking, useless. Tiley vlho really want to get hold of 

information usually manage to get hold of it anyway through bribes or 

whatever. They also manage to get hold of information about the accuracy 
of the in formation. This situation simply means that the impor ta nt in
formation is monopolized by strong countries, companies or consulting 
firms . The developing countries (and often the UN -organizations) on the 

other hand, have no i dea of the actual situation. 
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Even if I am convinced that better knowledge about forest conditions 

in different countries is of great va l ue, I am equally su re that other 
steps are perhaps sti ll more important if successful development of the 

forestry is to take place. 

Someone may argue that I talk too much about a "conspiracy" to keep 

the forest resource statistics bad. In many fields I unders tand this 
is common. In forestry ignorance and lack of interest may be basic 
reasons. The forestry agencies in Sweden seem to accept international 

stud i es rather uncritically. Sweden would benefit from better knowledge 
too but shows l ittle interest in getting the knowledge improved. The 
often amateurish studies that are now made (due to bad statistics) can 
do no good. I quote Myrdal (1973): 

"A sc i entist-s faith is that realistic research leading to true knowledge 
i s always and everywhere wholesome, while opportunisti c illusions are 
damaging." 

This means that the more we know about the world-s forest resources, 
forest production etc the better the possibilities will be of finding 
the best ways of utilizing the forest resources to the advantage of 

the people in the developing countries. Lack of knowledge on the 

other hand will most l ikely be of advantage to the already advantaged. 

It is the responsibility of all those who utilize international statis

t i cs to press for better statistics. Useless statistics must not be 
used. The world is not helped by invalid academic exercises. 

UN-stati st i cs may always prove to have some limitations. It is, how

ever, unrealistic to imagine that international statistics can continu
ously be collected outside the UN-family. Outside researchers or in
st i tutes must be given the possibility of reviewing the accuracy of 
the statistics. A polite acceptance of international stat i stics is un

professional and unscholarly. The statistics must instead be under a 

continuous review. Knowledge about the world-s forests is now very bad. 
It must be improved. No other natural resource is as badly charted as 
forest. Yet wood is, next to sand, oi l and coal the world-s most im
portant commod ity in weight. 
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8 SUMMARY 

8.1 dackground 

The objective of the report is to point out why knowledge of the world-s 

forest resources is needed, which type of information is needed, what has 
been done up to date to collect information, what knowledge exists at pre
sent, what is the limitations of the present knowledge and finally what we 
can do to improve the present knowledge. 

It is realistic to presume that international knowledge must be based upon 
national knowledge. Very few studies can be made with the specific object 

of giving international knowledge. Now national knowledge about forest 
resources is very bad . Only about 40 per cent of the closed forest is 

covered by some form of inventory. ~1any of these i nventori es are old and/or 
of poor quality. It is above all the forest resources in the developing 
countries that are badly known. It is logical then to maintain that know

ledge of the world-s forests is very bad 

8.2 Why is knowledge about forest resources needed? 

At the national level knowledge about the forest resources 1S needed for 
among other things the long-term planning of the utilization of the forest 

resources. Without knowledge about the forest resources wrong decisions 
are easily taken. The forest industry can e g be over-established. If the 
developing countries increased their knowledge of forest resources they 

would have much better possibilities of planning the long-term utiliza
tion of forest resources. 

Tropical forestry has similarities with mining. The forests are not 
treated as a renewable resource. Plantations to supply the local popu

lation with fuelwood are now rarely undertaken. The national level know
ledge is needed for the planning of industrial forestry, farm forestry 
and environmental forestry. 

The planning of industrial forestry in a country requires knowledge about 
the forestry situation in the world. One basic reason for this is that the 

forest resources of the world are very unevenly distributed. For the time 
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being very few countries (if any) have iso l ated themse lves comp letel y 
from international contacts. The planning authorities must then make 
certain assumptions about the possibilit i es for export and import of 

forest products. Such an analysis requires among other things know
ledge about the wor ld -s forest resources. It is al so necessary to have 
some knowledge about the future market for different forest products. 

Countries which cannot afford import of forest products must of course 
try to satisfy the demand by domestic production. Their interest for 
forest conditi ons in the surround i ng world should be limited just now . 

They need however knowledge about their own resources and the ir possi
bilities in a longer perspective. The last point requires certain know
ledge about the surrounding world. 

The classical question has always been whether the world-s forests can 
meet the demand for forest products from a rapidly increasing world popu

lation. It must be considered self-evident that knowledge to answer this 

question is needed. 

Knowledge about the forest resources in different countries i s also neces
sary in order to identify global problems within the forestry sector (e g 

shortage of fuelwood, destruction of the forests, environmental prob l ems). 

Know l edge about the forest resources is al so needed for the problem identi
fication and policy formulation of the international organ i zations. The 

internat ional organizations must try to understand how the world functions. 
Without statistics it i s difficult to have a cl ear picture. If discussions 

and conclusions about world forestry are based on the statistics avai l ab le 
at present one may easily reach a wrong picture. 

The international statistics are used by many researchers too. Many studies 

dealing with the global cl imate require for example knowledge about the 
world-s biomass and about changes in this. Such studies must norma ll y be 
satisfied with the statist i cs pub li shed by the UN-organ i zations. 

As will be discussed later the lack of easily accessible knowledge is often 
to the advantage of the powerful. They who cannot co ll ect any knowledge by 

themselves can be manipulated. This too is a strong reason for t he need 
for better knowledge about the forest conditions in the wor l d. 
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8.3 Which information is needed? 

International organizations ought to provide their member countries with 
most of the international statistics and the most important international 

invest igation s they need. Among the important stud ies that have hitherto 

been undertaken can be ment i oned the Timber Trends and Prospects Studies 
undertaken by FAD. The international forest resource statistics have to 
a certain extent been collected to meet the needs of these studies. It is 
logic to suppose that th i s will remain the case in the future. 

It is realistic to assume that different kinds of "balance-studies" (or 
Production and Consumption Studies) will decide which kind of forest re
source information the International Organizations try to collect. The 

most important knowledge we need is how much the forests can produce 

now and in the future. It is in th i s context necessary to make diffe
rent assumptions about how intensively the forests will be managed. For 
environmental reason it is for example likely that the forests in many 

developed countries cannot continue to be utilized for wood product i on 
as intensively as now. 

Very few countries have reliable information of the above mentioned type. 
For this reason it is necessary to try to give a comprehensive descrip
tion of the forest resources. After adjustments and guesstimates the in

formation can be used to work out the best possib l e picture for a region. 
The objective of a World Forest Resource Appraisal must be to give the 
fol l owing information: 

- Description of existing resources (description about area, volume, and 
so on ) . 

A description of past trends in the uti l ization and development of the 

forest resources. 

Assessment of future changes in the forest potential to produce wood 

(e 9 new plantations ) . 

- Felling forecasts. 

- Potential cut. 
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The two last pOints are the most important. Fo r mo st countries only in

formati on about the first point is available. 

Just now the ba lance-studies are not comple tel y dominating when it con
cerns information about forest resource stat istics. There is fo r example 
a great interest in learning about the rate of tropical forest destruc

t ion . Certain studies in this field are therefore undertaken. 

8.4 Stud ies wh i ch have been undertaken up to now 

The World Forest Inventories (WFI) that have been published by FAD do 
not give all the knowledge needed. This is true both as regards quantity 
and quality. The questionnaire method used hitherto cannot be improved 

to any great extent. The so-called "New Approach" (Country reports, maps 
etc) whi ch has been utilized in some recently published reports can give 
more information than the WFI. The method is also suitable for a contin

uous improvement of the information. 

Some reports dealin g with the most important forest regions in the world 
have been published quite recently. This means no doubt t ha t the knowledge 

has been improved quite considerably during the l ast years. In spite of 
th i s it i s a fact that existing knowledge about the world -s forests is 

very limited. The area of closed forest for example can only be gi ven 
as somewhere in the interval 2 150-2 750 mi ll ion ha (see Appendix I). 

8.5 What can be done to improve the knowledge? 

Much work remain to be done before the knowledge can be said to be "ade

quate" . Most of the work to improve the knowledge must be done at the 
national l evel . Certain steps can however also be taken at the inter

nationa l l evel. The most important step is to establish a World Fores t 
Resources Data Bank. FAD i s the most natural pl ace for such a Bank. 

This Bank must continuously collect and update information about the 
world-s forest resources. In the first stage the Bank must concentrate 
on the in formation that should be available at the national le ve l . The 
information must be co llected in the cheapest possible way. The resour
ces available will certainly be limited. 
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A very important task in the work of the Bank is to store the information 

in such a way that it is easi ly acessible. The information collected must 

be published regularly in a suitable form. 

The accuracy of the collected information must be judged. For each type of 

information it is necessary to show the interva l where it is likely that 
the true value i s found. It is necessary to clearly admit the limitations 
of the information. The Data Bank (if situated at FAD) will find difficul

ties to make these critical analyses. For this reason it is necessary that 
independent researchers or institutes continuously examine information 

given by the Data Bank and comment on its accuracy. 

Perhaps the most important way to improve knowledge of the world-s forest 

must be the improvement of knowledge at the national level. FAD ought to 
start a program to establish national forest resource data banks in all 

developing countries. 

8.6 Discussions about possible explanations to the low interest 

for forest resource information 

I. It is clear then that is/ iS possible to give strong reasons for the need 

for forest resource information. It is also possible to improve this know
ledge by simple means and without high costs. If a Data Bank really mana
ged to get hold of the information avai l ab le at the national l evel the 
global picture would be much better known than at present. In spite of 
this interest in improving knowledge i s surpr i sing ly l ow for both natio

nal and international levels. 

The most l ogic explanation of the low interest shown would be that the 

information is completely unnecessary (expecially in developing count
ries). This would mean that my main thesis is complete ly wrong. But 
there can however be other explanations. 

- Knowledge is needed but the resources available for collecting the 
information are inadequate. 

- Those in power do not understand the need for knowledge. 

- The inventory methods commonly used are wrong. 
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Interested parties have a very varying need for better knowledge and 

some may even find it to their advantage not to make known such know

ledge as is availabl e. 

What has been discussed in the report i s basically the needs that are 

we ll known and/or that can be exp lained by logic discussion. From the 
view of the government (the Fores t Serv i ce) improved knowledge must lo
gically be of great value. There are however also interested parties 
that consi der it to be in their interest if the knowledge remains li

mited. This is valid for both the national and international level. 
Thi s is probably an important but underestimated reason for the bad 

statistics. 

At the national level the statist i cs would naturally be used in plan
ning and controling resources. This would limit the freedom of action 

of the forest industry. Private companies do not normally want control 

or limitations. If the statistics are bad unpleasant truths (e g for 
Government Authorities) can be hidden too. 

Within many activities (e g mining, agriculture) large multinational 
companies do not want international information to be improved. The 

companies ha ve the knowledge and make a profit by having better know
ledge than others. The governments of developed countries and large 
multinational companies can usually manage to get hold of the informa

tion they think they need. Multinational companies and consulting firms 

sometimes know the resources much better than the UN-organizations . 

In the governing bodies of international organi zations the interest for 

improved knowledge about resources is often very limited. Of what has 
been said so far it i s understandable if many delegates from developed 
countries do not give the need for better statistics a high priority. 
As most developing countries have only poor knowledge of own resources 
it is logical that their interest for international statistics is limi

ted. Under these circumstances the developing countries think they can
not make much use of international knowledge. They may not either like 
to show serious limitat ions of their own statistics. 
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The interested part ies ( in for example international organizations) whi ch 

want better knowl edge are evidentl y rather weak. If nothing drast icall y 
new happens it i s l i ke ly that knowledge will remain bad at both the na

tional and international l eve l. 

Here there are reasons to quote Gu nnar Myrdal (1970): 

"There is a tendency for all knowledge, like a ll ignorance, to dev i ate 
from truth in a opportunist i c direction". 

The interest for knowl edge is oppo rtuni stic too. Now some knowledge ex i sts 
for the developed countries whi l e knowledge of the developing countries 
is extremely poor . Interest in knowi ng shows the same tendency . Is this 

state of affairs of no importance? 

If the devel oping countr i es really want to ga i n control over their own 
resources they need knowl edge about the surrounding worl d (and of course 

their own country). If this knowledge is not availab l e to them they can 

be manipu l ated by those powerfu l enough to have the knowledge. 

Th e developing countries are certain ly served by better knowl edge about 
international conditions. In any case better knowledge will not hurt them. 

Many examples show on the other hand that they are hurt by a lack of know
ledge. Because of t he weakness of the deve loping countries i t is the duty 
of the UN -organ i zations to provide them with re liabl e analyses of the 

wor l d situat ion . Up to date they have often co ll ected stat i st i cs whi ch 
are mainly of interest to the developed countries. The basic quest ion 
must a lways be what improved knowledge can most benef it the deve l oping 
countries. 

The existing stat i st i cs do not permit of any (or at l east very few) r ea
listic analyses. From examp l es al l theories can be proven. That this 

state of affairs should continue must be taken as a sign of limited inte 

rest in the deve l oping countr i es. Lack of know l edge is to the disadvan -
---

tage of the weak. 
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10 SAt-lMANFATTNING (SU~H1ARY IN S\~EDISH) 

10.1 Bakgrund 

Rapportens malsattning ar att klargora varfor det behrvs kunskap om 

varldens skogstillgangar, vilken typ av information sam behovs, vad 
som hittills Qjorts for att samla in information, vilken kunskap som 
finns for tillfallet, vad som ar begransninqarna av den nuvarande kun
skapen och slutligen vad vi kan gora for att forbattra den nuvarande 

kunskapen. 

Den internationella kunskapen maste realistiskt bygga pa den nationel

la kunskapen. Ytterst fa studier kan goras speciellt fer att fa fram 
internationell kunskap. Den nationella kunskapen ar dock for tillfal

let ytterst usel. Endast ca 40 procent av den slutna skogen ar tackt 
med nagon form av inventering. Manga av des sa inventerin9ar ar gamla 
och/eller av dalig kvalitet. Det ar framfor allt u-landernas skogs

tillgangar som ar dAligt kanda. Logiskt maste alltsa kunskapen om 

varldens sko~stillgangar vara usel. 

10.2 Varfor behovs kunskap om skogsresurserna? 

Pa nationell niva behovs kunskap om skogsresurserna bl a for den lang
siktiga planeringen av skogsresursernas utnyttjande. Utan kunskap om 

skogstillgangarna fattas latt felaktiga beslut. Skogsindustrin kan t ex 
byggas ut for mycket. Okade u-landernas kunskaper om skogstillgangarna 
sa skul le de ha betydligt battre mojligheter att utnyttja skogsti ll
gangarna pa ett langsikti gt satt. Tropiskt skogsbruk har nu formen 

av ren gruvdrift. Skogen behandlas ej som en fornyelsebar resurs. Plan
teringar for att forse lokalbefolkningen med brannved foretas sal lan. 
Pa nationell niva behovs kunskap for att planera bade industriskogs

bruk, byskogsbruk och miljoskogsb ruk. 

Planering av industriskogsbrukets utveckling i ett land kraver kunskap 
om skogssituationen i varlden. Skogsresurserna ar namligen mycket ojamnt 
fordelade mellan lander och regioner. For tillfallet har ocksa mycket 
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fa lander (om nagot) helt isolerat sig fran internationella kontak

ter. Planeringsmyndigheten maste da gora vissa antaganden om vilka 
mojligheter som finns for export och import av skogsprodukter. En 
sadan analys kraver bl a kunskap om varldens skogsresurser. Den kra

ver ocksa viss kunskap om den framtida marknaden for skogsprodukter. 
Lander som ej har rad att importera skogsprodukter m~ste naturligt
vis forsoka producera inom landet. Deras intresse for omvarldens 
skogsresurser bor da vara relativt obetydligt just nu. Dock behover 
de kunskaper om sina egna resurer och mOjligheterna i ett langre per

spektiv. For det senare kravs viss kunskap om omvarlden. 

Den klassiska fragan har alltid varit om varldens skogar kan mota 
behovet av skogsprodukter till en snabbt okande varldsbefolkning. 
Det maste anses sjalvklart att det behovs kunskap som kan svara 
pa denna fraga . 

Kunskap om skogsresurserna i olika lander ar ocksa nodvandig for att 
identifiera globala problem inom skogssektorn (t ex brannvedsbrist, 

forstorelse av skogarna, miljoproblem). 

Kunskapen om skogsresurserna behovs ocksa for de internationella 
organisationernas po l icy-formulerin9 och problemidentifikation. 

De internationella organisationerna maste forsoka forsta hur 
varlden fungerar . Utan statistik ar det svart att fa en klar bild. 
Byggs resonemang och slutsatser r~ den statistik som finns for 
tillfallet kan man latt fa en felaktig bild. 

Den internationella statistiken anvands ocksa av manga forskare. 
Manga global a klimatstudier kraver t ex kunskap om varldens biomassa 
och om andri ngen i denna. Dessa studier far oftast noja sig med den 

statistik som publiceras av FN-organen . 

Som kommer att diskuteras avslutningen sa gynnar ofta brist pa 
lattillganglig kunskap de starka . De svaga kan bli manipulerade. 

Detta ar ocksa ett starkt skal till behovet av battre kunskap om 
skogsresurserna . 
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10.3 Vilken informa tion behovs? 

Internationella organisationer bor forse medlemslanderna med den 

mesta i nternationella statistiken och de viktigaste internationella 

utredningar de behover. Bland vasentliga utredningar och studier 

som foretagits kan namnas de Timber Trends Studier (balansstudier) 

som utforts av FAD . Den internationella skogsresursstatistiken har i 
viss utstrackning insamlats med tanke pa des sa studier. Det ar 10-

giskt att anta att det kommer att vara forhallandet aven i fortsatt

ningen . 

Realistiskt sett kommer "balansstudierna" att iiven i fortsattningen 

i huvudsak bestamma den typ av skogsresursinformation man f0rsoker 

samla in . Den vasentligaste kunskap som vi behover ha om skogsres ur

serna for detta andamal ar hur mycket de kan producera nu och under 

en kommande peri od. Det ar i detta sammanhang nodvandi~t att gora 

olika antaganden om hur intensivt skogarna kommer att skotas. Av 

miljoskal kan t ex skogarna i manga utvecklade lander borja att ut

nyttjas mindre intensivt for virkesproduktion an nu. 

Det ar mycket fa lander som verkligen har tillforlitli~ information 

av denna typ o Det ar darfor nodvandi gt att forsrka ge en allsidig 

bes kri vni ng av skogsresurserna. Pa sa satt kan man med hjalp av di

verse justeringar och kvalificerade gissningar arbeta fram ba sta 

mojli ga bild for en region . Ma.lsattningen med en internatione11 
skogsresursbeskrivning mAste dock vara att primart ge foljande infor 

mation : 

- Beskrivning av befin tliga resurser (information om areal, volym 

osv) . 

En beskrivning av tidi0are trender i fraga om utnyttjande och ut

veckling av skogsresurserna. 

- Bedonning av framtida andringar skogarnas formaga att producera 

ved (t ex nya planteringar). 
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- Den forvantade avverkningen. 

- Den mojliga avverkningen om all skog utnyttjas. 

De tva sista punkterna ar de vikt i gaste. For de f l esta l ander kan vi 

bara fa information om den forsta punkten. 

Just for tillfallet ar inte balansstudier helt dominerande nar det 
galler datainsamlingen. Sa ar t ex intresset for de tropiska skogar
nas forstorelse mycket stort. Vissa specialstudier foretas darfor. 

10.4 Studier som foretagits hittills 

De WFI (varldsskogsinventeringar) som har publicerats av FAD ger var
ken i kvantitet eller kvalitet all den kunskap som behovs. Den metod 
med frageformular som har anvants kan inte heller forbattras i nagon 
hogre utstrackning. Den s k "Nya metod" (landerrapporter, kartor osv) 

som har anvants i n~gra nyligen publicerade rapporter kan ge mer infor

mation an WFI och dessutom ar metoden lamplig for en kontinuerlio for
battring av informationp.n. 

Nagra rapporter som ger information for de viktigaste skogsre~ i onerna 

i varlden har alltsa nyligen publicerats. Detta betyder utan tvekan 
att kunskapen har forbattrats avsevart under senare ar. Det ar trots 

detta ett faktum att den befintliga kunskapen om varl dens skogar ar 
ytterst begransad. Arealen sluten skog kan t ex knappas t anges med 
storre sakerhet an nagonstans i intervallet 2 150 - 2 750 miljoner 

ha. (Se Appendix I). 

10.5 Vad kan goras for att forbattra kunskapen? 

Mycket arbete aterstar darf~r att gora innan kunskapen kan sagas vara 

"tillracklig". Det mesta arbetet att forbattra skogsresursstat i stiken 
maste goras pa nationell niva. Vi ssa atgarder kan emellertid ocksa 
goras pa internationell niva. Den viktigaste at0arden ar att skapa en 

Data Bank for var l dens skogsresurser. FAD ar den natur l iga pl atsen for 
en sadan Bank. 
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Denna Ba nk maste kontinuerligt samla in och uppdatera information 

om varldens skogsresurser. Inledningsvis maste den koncentrera sig 
pa att fa fram den information som borde finnas pa nationell niva. 

Informationen maste saml as in pa billigast mojliga satt. Tillgang
li ga resurser lar namligen forbli en begransande faktor. 

En mycket viktig uppgift i Bankens arbete ar att lagra informa
tion pa ett sadant satt att den ar latt atkomlig. Den information 

som insamlas maste da och da publiceras i lamplig form. 

Noggrannheten av den insamlade informationen maste bedomas. For varje 
uppgift (siffra) kravs att det intervall dar den sanna siffran sanno
likt finns bedoms. ~aterialets osakerhet maste klart framga. Data Ban
ken (dvs FAD) kan ha svartattgoradennakritiska analys. Av detta skal 

kravs att fristaende forskare eller institut kontinuerligt underkastar 
materialet for en kritisk granskning . 

Ett viktigt bidrag for att forbattra kunskapen om varldens skogar 

maste vara att forbattra kunskapen pa nationell niva. FAD borde 
starta ett program for att skapa nationella data-banker i atminstone 
a11a u-lander. 

10.6 Diskussion av mojliga forklaringar till det daliga 
intresset for skogsresursinformation 

Som framgatt kan starka skal ges for behovet och vardet av skogsre

sursinformation . Det finns ocksA goda mojligheter att med enkla mede l 
och utan alltfor stora kostnader forbattra kunskaperna. Om en data

bank verkligen lyckas grava fram den kunskap som finns pa natione l l 
niva sa skulle den globala bilden vara mycket battre kand an nu. 
Trots detta sa ar intresset for att forbattra den internatione l la 

informationen overraskande svagt (och ofta aven pa nationell niva). 

Den mest logiska forklarin~en till det svaga intresset skul l e vara 

att skogsresursinformation ar helt onodig (framfor allt i u-landerna). 
Detta skulle betyda att alla mina resonemang ar helt felakti~a. Det 
kan emel l ertid aven finnas andra forklaringar. 
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Kunskap behovs men resurserna for att utfora arbetet ar otillrack liga. 

- De makthavande forstar ej behovet. 

- Anvand metod i k ger fel resu l ta t . 

Behovet av kunskap om skogst il lgangarna varierar mell an ol ika grupper 

i samhallet (aven i fraga om internationell statist i k). Ti l lgang l ig 
information kan aven hallas hemlig av vissa intressenter. 

Vad som inledningsvis diskuteras i rapporten ar de behov som ar kanda 
och/eller som kan forklaras med logiska resonemang. Ur statens (Skogs

styrelsens}synpunkt bor "battre kunskap rent logiskt vara av stort yarde. 
Det finns emellertid aven intressen som anser sig betjanta av att kun
skapen forblir begransad (galler bade nationell och internationell niva) . 
Detta ar sannolikt en viktig (men underskattad) bidragande orsak til l 
den daliga statistiken. 

Pa nationell niva kan statistik anvandas for kontroll eller planering 
som kan ge begransningar i exempelvis foretagens hand l ande. Privata 

foretag vill ej ha kontroll och begransningar. Med da l ig sta t is t ik kan 
ocksa obehagligheter (exv inom den statliga administrationen) dol j as. 

Inom manga branscher (exv gruvindustrin, jordbruk) saknar multi - na ti o
nella foretag intresse av att forbattra den internat i onel l a sta t is ti ken. 
De ar i besittning av kunskap sjalva. De tjanar pe ngar pa at t ha ba ttre 
kunskap an andra. I-landsregeringar och multi-natione l la foretag kan 
ofta plocka fram den kunskap de tror sig behova. Foretag och konsult 

bolag kan kanna resurserna battre an FN-organ. 

I internationel l a organisationers styrande organ ar intresset for inter 

nationell statistik om resurserna ofta svagt. Av vad som sagts ovan kan 
det vara forstaeligt om manga i-landsdelegater inte ger behovet av battre 
statistik hog prioritet. Eftersom u-landernas kunskap om de egna skogarna 
ar svagt sa ar det ganska logiskt att intresset for internatione l l kun 

skap ocksa ar svagt. Under dessa forhallanden anser sig u- l anderna i nte 
ha stor anvandning av internationell kunskap. De vill ej he l ler sky l ta 

med brister i sin nationella statistik. 
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De grupper (exv internationella organisationer) som vill ha battre kun
skap ar ofta ratt svaga. Sker inget drastiskt ar det sannolikt att kun

skapen kommer att forbli dalig bade pa nationell och internationell niva. 

Har finns anledning att citera Gunnar Myrdal (1970): 

"All kunskap liksom all brist pi kunskap tenderar att avvika fran san

ningen i opportunistisk riktning". 

Aven intresset for kunskap ar opportunistiskt. For tillfallet ar kunskapen 

nagorlunda for i-landerna och urusel for u-landerna. Aven intresset visar 
samma tendens. Spelar inte detta nagon roll? For att u-landerna verkligen 
skall fa kontroll over de egna resurserna kravs kunskap om det egna lan

det och om omvarlden. Saknas denna kunskap kan de bli manipulerade. 

U-landerna ar sakerligen betjanta av battre kunskap om internationella 
forhallanden. I vilket fall som helst sl skadas de inte av battre kun 

skap. Daremot visar manga exempel att de skadas av dllig kunskap. Pa 

grund av u-landernas relativa svaghet ar det FN-organisationernas skyl
dighet att forse u-landerna med tillforlitliga analyser av varldssituatio

nen. Hittills har de ofta samlat in statistik som ar av primart intresse 
framfor allt for i-landerna . Den viktiga fragan ar alltid huruvida battre 

kunskap kan forbattra u-landernas mojligheter? 

Den befintliga statistiken tillater inga (eller fa) realistiska analyser. 

Med exempel kan allt bevisas. Om dessa sakernas tillstand skall fortsatta 
maste det tas som ett tecken pi bristande i ntresse for u-landerna. Brist 
pi kunskap missgynnar de svaga. 
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APPENDIX I 

Comments about the accuracy of world forestry statistics 

Notes. This is an extract from a forthcoming article with a wider con
tent. The results are preliminary and will most likely be adjusted be
fore the final publishing of the complete report . The basic conclusions 

will not be changed to any greater extent . 

General background 

It is now generally agreed that knowledge about the world-s forests 

is limited. In many studies, however, the existing estimates are uti
lized as if they were the absolute truth. Reservations about accuracy 
may be given in the introduction and then immediately forgotten . 

In 1974 I published the report World Forest Resources. The difficulty 

in the beginning was to get hold of at least the approximate size of 
the closed forest area. The first information found was often later 

proved to be completely wrong . 

World Forest Resources was written in a hurry during 1973. My intention 
was that it should be followed by a more complete version a year or two 

later . The main effort was put into finding information for the deve
loping countries. The answers to FADs WFI questionnaires (dispatched 

in 1968) were accepted for the developed countries. 

What was published in the World Forest Resources was the information 
(published or not) which I trusted most. The information gathered was 
interpreted and adjusted so that, as far as possible, it met FADs de

finition of closed forest. This could in many countries mean a consi
derable reduction of the so-called forest area. In the summary-tables 
I sometimes had to produce my own guesstimates. This was, however, not 

the rule. 

I was aware that many of the figures I got hold of were outdated or 

very unreliable. I gave the year of the estimate (when it was known) 
and an accuracy classification for the area of closed forest, stand-
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ing timber and man-made forest reported as the country-figures in the 

summary-tabl es. 

I somet imes pointed out that an estimate (guesst imate) was e g 20 

years old and that the true value now could be more than 40 per cent 
higher or lower (i e accuracy-class 5). No one seems to have bothered 
much about the accuracy-classification I gave. A figure written in a 
report is evidently taken as an exact figure. 

The accuracy-classification means, however, that the report must not 
be interpreted as if the actual area of closed forest in the early 
1970s was 2 800 million ha. It should be interpreted as if the closed 

forest area in the early 1970s was somewhere between 2 200 and 3 400 
million ha. As I often pointed out that over-estimates were rare the 

upper range can be reduced to perhaps 3 000 million ha. 

Since 1974 I have given adjusted regional figures in a number of ar

ticles (e g Persson, 1978 a & b). In these articles the world-s forest 
area varies from 2 640 to 2 929 million ha. These large differences 

depend entirely on the difficulty of deciding what is the closed fo
rest area of Brazil, Canada, USA and USSR. If these countries are 

excluded the difference between the estimates is at most 24 million ha. 

FAD has recently published world figures in a couple of reports (FAD, 
1978 b, FAO/ECE, 1979). In these reports the closed forest area varies 

from 2 835 to 2 970 million ha. Although these two reports agree rather 
well they utilize actually somewhat different definitions of closed 
forests. 

The world-s forest resources - the true picture 

For the last ten years I have continuously collected information about 

the world-s forest resources. This has been done by a screening of re

ports and articles, interviews, correspondens, travels and so on. I 
have now gone through a 11 the ma teri ali n my country fil es. In thi s 
way I have revised my earlier f igures in the case of closed forest, 

man-made forest and open woodland. The result of this exercise is 
shown in table A. 
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Table A. The world's forest resources in the late 1970's. riil] ha. 

Region 

Africa 

North Afr ica 

Sahel 

West Africa 

Central Africa 

East Africa 

South Africa 

Is1anos 

North America 

Central Amer i ca 

Centra 1 Ameri ca 

Ca rri bbean 

To t al 

area 

3 031 

575 

557 

212 

533 

844 

308 

934 

278 

254 

24 

South America 782 

Andean 474 

Tropical 939 

Temperate 369 

Asia 2 757 

\~est Asia 684 

South Asia 449 

Continental S-E Asia 194 

Insular S- E Asia 256 

East Asia 

Central Asia 

Europe 

Wes tern Europe 

Eastern Europe 

USSR 

Oceania 

Developed 

Developing 

World 

51 

125 

487 

385 

102 

2 240 

851 

796 

55 

13 395 

Closed forest 

WFR 1974 

196 

1.8 

0. 5 

21 

151 

20 

1.4 

0.2 

630 

60 

56 

3.4 

528 

223 

292 

13 

409 

11 

54 

83 

123 

34 

104 

140 

112 

28 

765 

82 

44 

38 

2 800 

Revised 
figures 
1979 

190 

1. 9 

0 .2 

20 

151 

15 

1.6 

0.1 

53 

51 

2.8 

611 

223 

376 

13 

371 

12 

45 

57 

104 

33 

119 

140 

11 2 

28 

770 

82 

45 

38 

2 680 

Qualified 
guesstimate 
1979 

170 

1. 6 

0.2 

15 

140 

13 

1.6 

0. 1 

460 

41 

39 

2.1 

537 

181 

345 

12 

326 

10 

37 

40 

98 

30 

112 

137 

109 

28 

700 

76 

45 

31 

2 450 

Accuracy 

140- 227 

1. 3- 2.7 

0.1 -0.4 

12-22 

115-179 

9- 21 

1.5-1.7 

0-0.1 

440 - 550 

32-57 

30-54 

1.6-3.6 

440-630 

150-215 

280-400 

8-16 

270-419 

8- 12 

29-48 

32 -66 

84-118 

29-32 

90-140 

129- 140 

102-111 

27-29 

620-770 

73-87 

42-47 

30-40 

2 150-2 900 

Open 
woodl and 
1979 

780 

(6) 

( 150) 

90 

250 

220 

65 

0. 1 

200 

20 

19 

270 

60 

170 

40 

140 

15 

35 

47 

22 

18 

20 

20 

200 

110 

101 

Man -made 
fares t 
1978 

3.6 

0.86 

0 .03 

0 . 27 

0.19 

0.90 

1.32 

0.02 

(16 . 5) 

0.3 

0.12 

0.19 

4 .0 

0 . 33 

2.52 

1.18 

66 

0 .50 

2.4 

0.2 

0.60 

11. 97 

50 

25 

17 

8 

(20) 

1.42 

1. 35 

0 . 07 

1) The true value '5 l'kely to be 'n the 'nterval 1 2002400 ·11 · h S t d" dl d" " I I - ml lon a. ee commen s un er open \·/00 an . 

2) The true value is likely to be in the interval 80-150 million ha. See comments under "man-made forest". 

3) In 1974 large areas of "unproductive forest land" \·/ere included in closed forest. These areas have been 118 
omitted in the revised estimate. 



The extent of the regions mentioned in table A are shown in map 1. 
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Before starting to discuss the information about closed forests given 

in table A it is necessary to point out that the results of a World 
Forest Resource Appraisal can vary considerably depending on the defi
nitions used. In table A it is assumed that closed forest shall have 

a crown-cover of more than 20 per cent and open woodland a crown-cover 

of 5-20 per cent . This is a rather theoretic definition . Simplifying 
somewhat one may say that the definition of closed forest is meant to 
identify the wooded areas (or rather vegetation types) that can be of 
interest to industrial forestry but not excluding areas which cannot 

be exploited for environmental reasons . Se further discussions in 3.2.2. 

The continuous efforts to make a clear distinction between forest and 
open woodland depends on historic reasons. Closed forests are of inte
rest for industry. The statistics for most countries made a distinc
tion between forest and open woodland. At present it would be impos-
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sible to identify the really dense forest (e g more than 50 per cent 
crown-cover) or different types of open forest. There has never been 

any interest in defining such border lines. There has hardly been any 
interest at all in describing open woodlands. 

Only in cases when I have identified relatively reliable new sources 
have I revised my earlier figures (I talk here about the revised fi
gures for closed forest ). Minor adjustments have been made for a num

ber of countries (around 60). According to the revised figures the to
tal closed forest area is 140 million ha lower than in the 1974 estima
te. The large changes have been made in the case of Brazil. Canada. USA 
and USSR . If these four countries are excluded. the new estimate is only 

40 million ha lower than the 1974 estimate! 

I consider that I have ga thered a lot of new information for many coun
tries. This new information is. however. not often in the form of new 

more reliable inventories . It i s more often in the form of a better 
understanding of the general condit ions. 

I am convinced (or frankl y speaking I know) that a number of the country 

figures generally used are serious over-estimates. Therefore. I have 
made a "qualified guesstimate" of the closed forest area in each single 

country . What is given is my personal belief. Some additional background 
comments to the "qualified guesstimates" may be needed . 

- Many of the "official" country figures about the closed forest areaare 
old. Some date back to the fifties or even earlier. We know that the 

closed forest areas are decreasing rapidly. If we intend to show the 
world-s closed forest resources in the late seventies it is natural 
that we try to estimate the reduction of the closed forest area that 
has taken place since the date of the estimate. 

- Many of the existing national closed forest area estimates have been 
reached by utilizing rather crude methods. They have for example of

ten been calculated from vegetation maps. This method leads in most 
cases to over-estimates . New inventory results nearly always give 

lower estimates of the closed forest area than expected. It is likely 
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that the utilization of imageries from space-sate llites can give over

optimistic estimates too. 

- In many countries forest is a legal classification. Forest (or closed 

forest) and forest reserves are often considered as meaning the same 
thing. Yet forest reserves sometimes do not have a single tree left. 

- For internal political reasons many countries want to show as large a 

forest as possible . 

A large forest area is often taken as a reason for national pride. 

Further examples could be given. Experience of the type mentioned above 

is the background to my "qualified guesses". 

Sometimes I believe that my "qualified guess" is not far from the actual 
truth. Sometimes I am extremely uncertain as to the accuracy of the guess

timate produced. For each single country I have therefore made guesstima
tes of the highest and lowest closed forest area I think theoretically 

possible. I would be "very much surprised" if the true area lay outside 
these figures. According to the max and min guesstimates the world's 
closed forest area is likely to be 2 150-2 900 million ha . 

Table A contains guesstimates of the areas of open woodland and man-made 

forests. Due to the lack of space no detailed account of accuracy could 
be given . These details are given in table B. This table contains a sum
mary of the "present knowledge" of the world's forests. 

According to table B the closed forest area of the world is likely to 

fall in the interval 2 150-2 750 million ha. This interval differs some
what from the one given in table A. The reason is that the interval in 
table A was a summary of the possible intervals for each country. It is 

most unlikely that all the country-figures util iz ed are over-estimated. 
The upper estimate has therefore been reduced to a more likely level . 

Although it is unlikely that all country figures are under-estimates the 
lower figure has not been adjusted upwards. My qualified guesstimate may 
after all prove to be too optimistic . 
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According to the crude guesstimates shown in table A the world-s open 

woodland areas should cover roughly 1 700 million ha. This is a very 
unrel iable figure. One reason is that we hardly know .,hat we mean by 
open woodland. The information available about open woodlands is indeed 
very meagre. The reason is that inventories basically cover closed fo

rests and the "commercial" parts of these forests. 

It is difficult to make a clear distinction between closed forest and 
open woodland . It is still more difficult to make a meaningful distinc
tion between "open woodland" and "scrub and brushland". When making the 
guesstimates in tables A and B I have meant to identify the areas that 

can be of importance as producers of household wood. (Many of these 
areas should of course not be util ized for any wood-production at all.) 
Included in this category should then be not only the "natural" open 
woodlands but also certain degraded types of closed forest, low-produc

tive forests and so on. 

Areas which can produce nothing than limited quantities of fuelwood 
should be placed in the "scrub and brushland" category. In th is cate
gory one could possibly also include certain types of agricultural 

land which can produce small quantities of fuelwood. 

Th e figures given can only be used taking into account a number of 

reservations. The most I dare to say is that "I would be surprised" if 
the actual area of open woodland as crudely defined above wou ld not 

fall in the interval 1 200-2 300 million ha. 

In addition to this there may be other areas (scrub and brushland, agri

cultural land etc) which carry some scattered wooded growth. Such areas 
may occupy vast tracts but any meaningful guesstimates can hardly be gi
ven. For the sake of completeness I have (in table B) included a total 

for "scrub and brushland". If the estimates of closed forest, open wood

land, scrub and brushland are added together we reach a world figure of 
4 400-7 000 million ha. It is, however, unlikely that the maximum figures 
for all these categories would prove to be correct. It is more likely 

that maximum in one category gives minimum in the next. 
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Table O. Selected features of the \~orld~s forest resources in the l ater 1970 ~s . The true picture. 

Type of information 

T eta 1 a rea 

Closed forest 

Open woodland 

Scrub and brush l and 

Man - made fores t 

Standing gross volume 

in ~!L!~!:!~ 

i n f ! Q~~9_fQr~ 2 ! 

in Q~!2iQ~_fQr~2! 

Net - lnCI-ernent (c losed forest) 

Gross-increment (closed forest) 

Wood product i on 

Industria l wood 

Fue l \'lood 

Fell ;ngs 

Unit 

11il l ha 

Bi 11 m3 

Hill m3 

~Ii 11 m
3 

Africa 

3 031 

North 
America 

I 934 

140- 180 440-550 

600-1 000 160- 220 

2.0- 3.6 

20- 60 

15-40 

6- 20 

12.0 - 16 . 5 

43 - 55 

40 -45 

3-10 

750 -900 

150-1 200 800-1 000 

475-500 

20- 75 

590- 780 

Centra 1 
America 

278 

30- 50 

10- 30 

0.1-0.3 

2- 9 

2- B 

0-1 

20- 240 

10 - 20 

30- 75 

45 -140 

South 
America 

I 782 

440 -600 

200- 400 

Asia 

2 757 

270-370 

70 - 210 

Europe 

487 

129 - 140 

15-30 

USSR 

2 240 

620- 770 

100- 300 

Ocea nia 

85 1 

73 - 80 

80 -1 40 

2.5-4 . 0 35 .0- 70 . 0 19.0- 25.0 10 . 0- 20 . 0 1. 0-1. 4 

58- 147 

55-135 

3-12 

14-50 

13-44 

1-6 

14 - 17 

14-16 

0-1 

400-500 

550-4 050 130-1 320 400- 550 

55-11 0 

160- 400 

240-770 

200- 380 260-280 

530 - 1 400 40- 180 

830 - 2 680 350- 600 

73 -102 

70-90 

3-1 2 

450- 800 

4-11 

3- 6 

1-5 

700-1 050 30-1 80 

315-450 

70-320 

25 - 30 

5-10 

450 - 1 000 35 -60 

World 
tota 1 

13 395 

2 150- 2 750 

200- 2 300 

000-2 000 

80- 140 

230- 450 

210-380 

20- 70 

2 800- 9 600 

385-1 850 

150 - 3 000 

2 900- 6 900 

Annual change in c l osed forest area l'li ll ha 

45-80 

300-550 

370- 840 

-I to - 3 !: 0 -0 . 5 to-l.O -4 to -8 -5 to +31 ) +0.1 to+O . 5 !: 0 -0.3 to-0. 6 -2 . 5 to - 17 

Closed forest area the year 2000 

Adjusted figu res 

80-1 60 

120-160 

440 - 550 

440 - 550 

10- 40 

20- 40 

280-520 

380-520 

170-430 

220- 430 

Note. Due to roundings the figures do not add up exac tl y . For explanation of the tenms used see t he text. 

135-150 

135- 150 

620-770 

620 - 770 

60- 75 

65- 75 

1) In th i s figu re is hidden an inc rease of t he closed fo rest area in Central Asia ( l- S mil li on ha per year) and a decrease i n the rest of As ia 
(2- 6 million ha per year) . 

1 800- 2 700 

2 000 - 2 700 



Man-made forests ----------------

Tables A and B contain a summary of the latest available information in 

respect of man-made forests. The figures have been reached after a scree
ning of forestry journals, country reports, FAD reports, IBRD reports, 
etc. The figures should give the areas "in the late seventies" (1978). 

In some cases prolongation of figures from the middle seventies has 
been necessary (the "official" planting rates are "known" in a number 
of countries). The figures based on prolongations are naturally unre

liable. 

The fi gures gi ven in table A often show the "offi ci a 1 fi gures". The 

"official figures" have been adjusted to a realistic level when it is 
evident that a given figure is a misunderstanding. 

Est imates of the total area of man-made forest (and the area planted each 

year) are often over-estimates . This is often caused by the fact that the 

area planted is calculated from the number of plants that have been sold 

or produced. Since a lot of plants never get planted and a lot die there 
is an error . Enrichment planting (in mature tropical forests and in plan
tations) is sometimes included in the figures. In several cases I have 

been informed that the same areas have been planted (and reported as 

planted) year after year . 

Information about man-made forests also contains a "lie-factor". At each 

level in the hierarchy people want to show "progress" (information about 
man-made forests is often collected by questionnaires). A large area of 

man-made forest is also often taken as a reason for national pride. For 
internal political reasons many Forest Services want to show a large 
forest area and great progress. The tendencies mentioned above certainly 

do not cause under-estimates of the areas reported. 

Under-estimates are rare. They may occur when the Forest Service has no 
control over how much shelter belts, fuelwood plantations, etc are plan

ted. 

This means that the figures given in table A must be considered as over

estimates . I believe that most figures can be over-estimated by as much 
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as 50 per cent (in e g Sweden this level of over-estimation is possible. 
This is the difference between the result of the official questionnaire 

method used by the National Board of Forestry and the result from sta
tistically designed surveys carried through by the National Forest Sur

vey) . 

In table B the "official figures" have been chosen as the upper limit. 

The lower limit has been reached by taking the conditions in each re
gion into consideration . This means a reduction of the "official figure" 

by 25-50 per cent. 

The figures include both afforestation and reforestation. In temperate 

countries reforestation often means the renewal of the same crop. In 
tropical countries on the other hand new forests are often established 
with exotic species. This means that it is rather difficult to get hold 
of information concerning man-made forests in temperate countries. In
ventories do not always collect this information . In the tropics on the 

other hand, man-made forests are normally easy to identify . 

When trying to discuss the world situation in the case of man-made fo

rests the Chinese figures cause trouble . In China enormous plantations 
have been undertaken these last years . ~e do not, however, exactly know how 
much has been planted . China may have half the wor1d-s area of man-made 
forests. On the other hand the figures often quoted may prove to be 

over-estimated. 

The available regional studies contain information about growing stock 
(wood volume, standing timber) . No doubt the figures given mean rather 

different things . Some sources try to show something like the standing 
timber volume while others try to show the fuel wood volume (or perhaps 
the pulpwood-sized volume) . 

The figures have (in the case of Africa, Asia, Latin America and Oceania) 
been reached by multiplying the "forest area" (of a whole country or fo

rest type) by the estimated growing stock per ha. The growing stock per 

ha has been decided after interpretation of the scarce inventory infor
mation available . 
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The result of the above described exercise must of course be most unre
liable . First of all the forest areas are not exactly known (normally 
lower than the figures reported and utilized ). Secondl y the figures uti

lized for growing stock per ha can be either considerably higher or 

lower. Statistically designed inventories often show that a given area 
contains more wood than is commonly believed. The average growing stock 

in most regions , depends more on the human influence than on conditions 
in the undisturbed forest types. The human influence decides both the 
extent of remaining closed forest areas and the average growing stock 

per ha . 

Fo r the calculations in table B I have utilized the maximum and minimum 

figures for the area of closed forest and open woodland . Secondly I have 
estimated maximum and minimum values for the growing stock per ha. I have 
then used the different regional figures produced during the last years 

as a basis. I intended to make the figures as comparab le as possible. The 
figures for growing stock, in theory, include the following: "The volume 

of standing trees , all species, all diameters, all ages and including bark". 

I repeat the words "in theory". The definition gives the theoretic objec
tive rather than an exact description of what is included in the figures. 

It might have been more realistic to say that broadleaved trees below 

10 cm Dbh and coniferous species below 5 cm Dbh are excluded . In most 
countries small trees are not included in the inventories. Some of the 
regional reports do not give any definition of growing stock whatsoever 
(as it is a guess-work it is probably felt to be an unnecessary acade
mic exercise) . 

The way of calculating the intervals for growing stock (e g min forest 
area times min growing stock per hal used in table B may in theory be 

somewhat unlikely and give inte rvals which are too wide. 

Table B indicates that the world-s total volume of growing stock in the 
closed forests fall in the interval 210-380 billion m3. If the volumes 

in outside forest are included the interva l may be 230-450 million m3. 
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Increment 

Occasionally one can find est imates of "increment" in the world-s fores ts. 
Such ca l culations must always be studied with suspic ion . The reservations 

gi ven must be many. 

For North America, Europe and USSR one finds est imates of something which 

is called annual net-increment (th i s should mean volume of annua l gross in
crement minus losses). At least in the case of USSR the f i gure given (about 
900 milli on m3/year) most likely corresponds to gross increment (= volume 

of annual increment of all trees). It must be ment i oned here that in un
exploited (and unmanaged) natural forests the net-increment is by defini

tion zero ( increment equals losses). 

To measure increment is difficult even i f very soph is t i cated instruments 

and methods are used. The figures for North America and Europe, which are 
often quoted in reports are therefore by no means exact values. In the 

case of other regions one has no idea whatsoever what is the actual net

increment. In the case of gross-increment, guessing is somewhat more 
easy than in the case of net-increment. For Europe, North America and 

USSR rather wide interva l s have been given in tab le B. The upper va lues 
are however rather conservative. In Europe, USSR and North America the 
increment figures given for different countries norma ll y range from 
1 to 3 per cent of the growing stock. These figures have in the case of 

Afr i ca, As ia, Latin America and Ocean ia been uti li zed as the possib le 
max and min values of growi ng stock. (Some studi es in the tropics i n

dicate an increment of the same size). Accord ing to this mathematical 
exerc i se the total gross-increment in the worl d-s closed forests fall 
in the interval 2 800-9 600 million m3/year. 

By more sophisticated methods and assumptions one may succeed in nar
rowing the wide interval given. The fact remains however, that we know 

extremely little. The situation becomes stil l worse if we try to di s
cuss the possible long-term product i on of "valuable wood". 

Sometimes estimates of the "growth potentia l" of the world- s forests 

are found (forest area t imes average growth potential per hal. Such 
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calculations most likely give very unrealistic results. In most countries 

the forests are in rather bad shape. A very long period of intensive mana
gement is needed if they are going to utilize their growth potential to 

a considerably higher extent than now. 

~QQ9_e~Q9~f!iQQ (removals and fellings) 

According to FAD Production Yearbook 1977 the world-s total production 
of roundwood was 2 555 million m3 in 1977. Of this vo lume 1 165 million 
m3 was said to be fuelwood. Roundwood figures are said to be given in 

"solid volume without bark". 

It is necessary to briefly discuss the way in which production figures 
are collected at the national level. The production (or removal) of in

dustrial wood is often calculated backwards from the production of wood 
industry products . Sometimes the consumption of wood is measured directly 
by the industry. Sometimes the "production" of wood is measured at points 

in the transport system. Al l the different methods have limitations. The 

conversion factors utilized are by no means exact. It is difficult to get 
hold of the consumption figures for small mills. Very often a large part 
of the consumption goes unrecorded. In summary one can say that there is 

a tendency that estimates of production (and consumption) are under-esti

mates. Over-estimates are rare . 

The situation is mu ch worse in the case of fuelwood. As fuel wood is cut 
and consumed locally, production is hardly ever recorded. The information 
we have comes from consumption surveys. Very few such surveys have actu
ally taken place. The measurement prob lems in such surveys are great. It 

is difficult to make a good design of the sample. Far too little is nor
mally known about the population. Far too little is known about seaso
nal variations in consumption. It i s also difficult to measure the actual 

consumption. The "easiest" way is to measure the weight of the wood con
sumed. The relationship between volume and weight varies however accor
ding to species and time (water content). 

Some years ago the actual consumption of fuel wood (and sometimes indus
trial wood) was heavily under-estimated in quite a number of countries. 

Only the recorded production was then given in these countries. In this 
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respect the situation has improved. Estimates of unrecorded production 

is now evidently in most cases included in the country figures. 

It is however often said that the figures shown in the FAD Yearbook of 

Forest Products are too low. Keith Openshaw (1978) has utilized infor
mation from some recent sample surveys and produced his own est imates. 

His results are shown in table C. 

Table C. Estimate of World Wood Consumption, 1976 (according to Openshaw) 

Commodity FAD According to Openshaw 
1976 Total In developing countries 

Million m3 (roundwood eguivalent) 

Woodfue1 4) 3) 1 184 3 050 2 460 

Fuelwood 1 890 
Charcoal 1) 570 

Poles 204 300 2) 196 

Sawnwood 723 045 310 

Panel products 178 178 6 
Wood pulp products 235 235 35 

Total 2 524 4 808 3 005 

1) The consumption of wood for charcoal may be twice this figure be

cause most of i t i s produced by traditiona l earth kilns which use 
about 12 m3 to produce one tonne and not 6 m3 as assumed. 

2) Some of this wood is in the form of branch wood and twigs which 

is not counted in inventory work. The under-estimate in charcoal 
could compensate for this over-estimate. 

3) In some studies (e g Arnold & Jongma, 1978) FAD utilizes adjusted 

estimates. The fuel wood production is given as roughly 200 million 
m3 more. 

4) I assume that these figures include bark. 
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This is not the place to analyse these figures in detail. At first glance 

these estimates may seem too high. In developing countries the per capi ta 
consumption of fuel wood would as an average amount to 0.85 m3/capita and 
year. 

According to 7 surveys reported by Arnold & Jongma (1978) the per capita 
consumpt ion of fuel wood was as a mean 1.5 m3/year (variation 1.00-2.29 

m3/year) . These are evidently the surveys utilized by Openshaw (he has 
undertaken three of them himself). The countries in these surveys (Gambia, 

Kenya, Sudan, Tanzania (2 surveys), Thailand and Uganda) have relatively 
small populations (in all 75 million) and hardly any serious deficit of 
wood in large areas (closed forest area approximately 16 million ha and 
open woodland area approximately 80 million hal. 

In large parts of the developing world on the other hand the population 
does not by far have the fuelwood they need. Parts of the Andean Sierra, 
North Africa, Sahel, West Asia, South Asia , Java and large parts of China 

are some examples. In these countries (with a population of about 2 bil

lion) available reports indicate a consumption far below 1 m3 per year 

and caput. Arnold & Jongma (1978) quote egan Indian estimate (or guess
timate) of 0.38 m3/year and capita. An old survey in Libanon gave 0 . 17 m3/ 

/year and capita . For savanna regions is often given a fuel wood consump
tion of 0.6 m3/ha and year . 

Let us assume that the per capita consumption of fuel wood in wood-scarce 
developing regions is 0.5 m3/year and is 1.5 m3/year in the developing 

regions with more abundant wood resources . From the examples given one 
may conc lude that these figures are not completely unlikely. As the popu

l at i on in these regions amounts to roughly 2 000 and 900 million persons 
respectively the total consumption would amount to 2 350 million m3. This 
is approximately the figure given by Openshaw. 

I will not deny that I feel the average figures quoted in the examp le 
above to be high. The average may well be half. 

The figures given in FAO Production Yearbook can be considered as a pos

sible minimum alternative. At the present level of knowledge Openshaws 
figures can be considered as the possible maximum alternative. Opens haws 
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totals for developed and developing countries have been distributed pro

portionally to the figures given by FAO (1979) and Arnold & Jongma (1978). 
The maximum and minimum alternatives discussed above are shown under 

wood production in table B. 

What has been discussed so far is wood production (possibly wood consump
tion or wood removal). This term is often mixed up with felling. One can 
e g often see that the production figures in FAO Yearbook of Forest Products is 

compared with estimates of increment or standing gross volume. Then one 

tries to compare things which are (or at least should be) uncomparab1e. 
It is far too easy to state that the statistics are so bad that no other 
method of comparison is possible. 

Let us see what can be the difference if one utilizes different "units of 
measurement". The example below is based on Swedish statist i cs (average 
for the years 1971-1976). 

a) Consumption of roundwood (in industry, household, etc) 52.1 mill m3fub1) 

b) Wood taken from the forest (removal or production). For 
different reason s roughly two per cent of volume is 
lost before consumed. 

(Production of roundwood according to FAO (1979) 
c) The fellin g that corresponds to the production given 

under b. Tops and bark is included in this volume. 

d) The felling shown under c and the trees that are left 
in the forest. 

e) Total drain (includes all felling and the natural 
drain ) . 

53.2 " 

56.1 " 

63.8 " 

66.8 " 

71 .0 " 

The Swedish National Forest Survey includes all diameters and all species 

in the inventory. The results are given with bark. For this reason it is 
the total drain that shall be compared with increment or standing gross 
volume. 

1) m3fub = Cubic metres solid volume under bark (actual volume of whole 
trunk or part of trunk exclusive of bark) 

2) m3sk = Cubic metres of forest (volume of whole trunks above the stumb 
and including bark ) 
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As the natural drain is completely unknown for most parts of the world-s 
forests we must here confine ourselves to estimating the drain caused by 

exploitation (as large part of the world-s forests are unmanaged I con
sider i t of limited importance to estimate the total drain). In Sweden 
the figure for total felling (66.8 mill m3) is 19 per cent higher than 

the f igure gi ven by FAO (which differs 6 per cent from the official Swe
d}sh figure). In reality felling is 26 per cent higher than the produc

tion. 

Such differences are likely to occur in most developed countries. In e g 
USSR Maydell (1976) indicates that felling is roughly 100 per cent grea
ter than the production reported by FAO. 

In the tropics there is evidently also a considerable difference between 
the volume produced (or removed) and the corresponding felling. Often 

large parts of the volume felled (and measured in the inventory) are 
left in the forest (Lanly & Lepitre, 1970). A lot of trees are felled 
for road-building. Many of the non-commercial trees are felled or de

stroyed during the selective felling. According to a rough guesstimate 
the production of 10 m3(r) in Gabon requires the felling of a standing 
gross volume of 50 m3, (as measured in an inventory including branches 
down to a minimum diameter of 7 cm). 

According to these examples the figures for production must be increased 
considerably if one wants to show the corresponding felling . The multi

pl ier 5 used in the Gabon example is unlikely in large parts of the tro
pics . In e g insular South-East Asia the production per ha is much big
ger than in Gabon. The proportion felled for road-building etc must be 

sma l ler. To calculate the maximum alternative for felling a mult i plier 

of 3 has been utilized in table B (for developing countries). 

What has been said above concerns industrial wood. The situation is dif

ferent in the case of fuelwood. First of all we hardly know the produc
tion. Secondly there should often not be much of a difference between 
fe ll ed and consumed volume. Sometimes parts of trees not included in 
i nventories (e g branches) may be utilized for fuelwood. Sometimes part 

of the inventoried volume (or the volume included in standing gross vo
lume) is left in the forest. 
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The figures concerning fe llings given in tab le B is intended to be com
parab le wit h the fi gures for standing timber (as gi ven in table B). To 

reach these figures the following multipli ers have been used: 

Developing countries 
Deve l oped countries 

Industrial wood 

1.5 - 3.0 

1.2 - 1.4 

Fuelwood 

0.9-1.1 
1.0-1.1 

Some of the max imum figures reached in table B seems very high. With 
the facts avai l able at present it is not possible to make any reduc

ti ons. 

The decrease of the forest resources in tropical countries is now under 
intense discussion . We know that the forests are decreasing but we do 
not know by how much. (Most available estimates - some unpubl i shed - vary 

from 5-25 million hal . Very few detailed country studies have been ma de. 
The results from these are often interpreted differently. Protectionists 
may "want" to reach as high a figure as possible while others may "want" 

a low figure. 

It is important to define what i s meant by a decrease i n "forest area". 
The annual decrease should mean the difference between the area cla ssi 
fied as closed forest at a given time and the area cl ass i fied as closed 

forest one year later (if both classificat i ons are correct). In theory 
this means that a decrease in one area and afforestat ion in another can 
give no change as an end-resu l t . Sometimes one may of course wa nt to show 

changes in the existing natural forests separate ly . 

Many estimates of decrease in closed forest area may inc l ude decreases 

i n the area of scrub, bush fal l ow, open woodland, etc. There i s certain ly 
often a considerably decrease in the area of such categor i es. These de
creases shou l d be shown separate ly. In reality knowl edge about the ac

tual decrease in such areas is close to non-existing . One must assume 
that the proportional decrease of such areas is at least of the order 

of the decrease of closed forest areas. 
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The figures given of the decrease in closed forest areas are often rather 

rough estimates. They are sometimes prepared by periodic comparison of 
estimates of the closed forest area. As improved knowledge of the forest 
areas often means that the forest area is actually less than was assumed, 

some figures giving the decrease in forest area may be over-estimations. 

What is still more difficult to catch is the continuous degradation of 
the wooded vegetation that evidently takes place in many areas. To show 
this one would need to have the average standing gross volume in diffe

rent land use and forest types. This data would have to be analysed at 
intervals. No such information exists at present. 

The figures in table B about the decrease in closed forest area have been 

reached after a study of available information. According to available 
sources no important changes are likely in North America and USSR. The 

most recent sources indicate however the possibility of a slight decrease 

in the USA. Oagens Nyheter (1980-07-05) reports forest destruction in USSR. 

In Europe on the other hand an increase of some million ha has been esti

mated (FAO/EeE, 1976). For developing countries (regions) the estimated 
decrease varies from 0.5 to 2 per cent per year. After analyses of the 

conditions in each region the max and min values for the annual decrease 
have been set. 

If the minimum estimate of closed forest area is not far from the truth 

then the maximum value for decrease in forest area may prove to be close 
to the truth. In that case it is, however, not likely that this fast de

crease will continue. The remaining forests will become more and more 
inaccessible. 

The figures concerning annual decrease in table B are certainly very 

crude estimates. I doubt, however, that anyone can give a much better 
estimate. The extreme values are no doubt "extremes" but I bel ieve 
most experts would be unwilling to swear that they are complete ly un
likely. 

If the decrease of the closed forest area continues as now (2.5-17 mill 

ha/year) the area in the year of 2000 would amount to 1 800-2 700 million 
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ha. I find these va lues a little too extreme. It is most unlikely that an 
annual decrease of 17 mi lli on ha/year will continue for another 20 years. 

Large parts of the remain ing fores ts are completel y unsuitable for agri

cu ltu re Ie g due to soi l, terrain). Large parts are also situated in low
populated areas Ie g Central Afr i ca , Amazonas). Most of the forests in the 

densely populated areas have already disappeared. 

For the above reasons I have made the guesstimate that the closed forest 
area in the year 2000 will be in the range of 2 000-2 700 million ha. The 
or iginal regional figures have been adjusted accordi ngl y. In table B, I 

have given both the original and the adjusted figures. 

Concluding remarks 

The content of this Appendix is no doubt provocative . The opinions ex 
pressed in this Append i x may be found unnecessarily pessimistic. As I 
have failed to expla i n the accuracy of the statistics by util i zing 

accuracy clas sification of the figures I have now found it necessary 

to try to explain the accuracy in some other way . 

It i s a fact that I am chocked by the resu lt of at least parts of this 
study . Especially the results concerning wood production are surprising. 

I see no possibility at present to reduce the width of the intervals 
concerning wood production and fe ll ing. In the case of "increment" and 

"changes in forest area" hard facts are so rare that the discussions 
must be very specu lat ive. 

The study indicates that it is of doubtful value to try to get hold of 
exact figures. Work must instead be devoted towards decreasing the width 

of the in tervals step by step . The studies wh i ch utilize f igures about 
the world-s forest resources must accept t hat no exact figures ca n be 
given at present. 

It is likely that more detailed studies can decrease the intervals given 

in table B. To cause a considerable improvement a lot of work wi ll be 
needed . 
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APPENDIX II 

Abbreviations and definitions 

~9~i~~l!~~~l_e~~e (in FAD Production Yearbook) is subdivided in three 
categories name ly arable land (including fallow land), land under per
~anent crops and land under permanent meadows and pastures. 

~lQ~~~ _ fQ~~~!_iQr_fQr~~!): Land with a "forest cover", i e with trees 
whose crowns cover more than 20 per cent of the area, and not used pri
marily for purposes other than forestry. All open woodland as defined 
below are exc luded even if trees cover more than 20 per cent of its 

area. 

ECE: Economic Commission for Europe 

FAD : Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

~Qr~~!_~Q~_Q!b~r_~QQ~~~_~~~~~ : Areas covered with trees and/or shrubs 
and not used primarily for agriculture or other non-forestry purposes. 
Syn. Forest land, forest and woodlands, wooded areas . 

~~~l~QQ~: Wood in the rough (from trunks, and branches of trees) to be 
used as fuel for purposes such as cooking, heating or power production. 
Wood for charcoa l , pit kilns and portable ovens is included here. 

!Q~~~!ri~l_rQ~Q~~QQ~: The commodities are sawlogs or veneer logs, pit
props, pulpwood and other industrial roundwood. 

~e~:~e~~_!Q~~~!: Includes forests estab lished by afforestation, re
forestation and artificial regeneration. Natural regeneration (with 
and wi thout assistance) is not included. 

~~!_iQ~~~~~Q!: Average annual net increment equals gross increment 
minus l osses. 

Qe~~_~QQ~l~Q~~: Land, other than closed forests, with trees whose crowns 
cover 5 to 20 per cent of the area, not primarily used for agricu ltural 

or other non-forestry purposes (such as grazing of domestic animals). 
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The category includes mainly savanna belts found north and south of 
the equatorial forest region. This is to distinguish areas which, be
sides their use as graz ing land are able to produce a sUbstant i al sup

ply of wood, at l east fuel wood and poles for local consumption. 

Open wood l and as broadly defined above, may be covered with trees whose 
crowns cover more than 20 per cent of the area. Such areas are to be in

cluded in open woodland and not in forest. Syn. Savan na forest, savanna 
woodland . 

~~Ql~~_!Q~§~!~: This category includes forests owned by national, state, 
and regional government, government-owned corporations and crown forests 
(state forests); and forests belonging to towns, villages, communes and 
other local author iti es (other public forests). 

8§g~QQ: Means a continent (e g Africa) or some other large geographical 
area (e g Near East). 

RLAT: FAD Regional office for Latin America 

SIDA: Swedish International Development Authority 

~!~Q9~Qg_~Ql~~§: Volume of standing trees, all spec ies, all diameters, 
all ages and including bark. Spec i es which do not reach upright trunk 
forms (brushes) are not considered as trees. (Theoretic definition) 

UN: United Nations 

WFI: World Forest Inventory 

WFRA: World Forest Resource Appraisa l 
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